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u.s.o. LAW ~Ji3RARY

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA

John Doherty Wins SBA Presidency
1n Hotly Contested Race
•
Fonner PILF President
Promises More Student
Involvement

I

BY JAMES. KUPERSTEIN

n the recent SBA election John Doherty
was elected President in a race against
Yuri Simpson. John has vowed to attempt
to increase student involvement as well as
faculty and administrative support in nationally recognized programs to raise the
reputation of the Law Schoot.
Doherty grew up in Park Ridge Illinois, a suburb of Chicago. When he was 14
he moved to Southern California after his
father became employed the..re. John re-_
Cesar Luna. Norby Cisneros. Barry Creary Croon For the Crowd
ceived his undergraduate degree in Political Science from Sa~ta Clara University in
1991. John chose USD Law because of its
location, the campus environment, and because he found it comparable to other West
SBA President Elect John Doherty
Coast law schools. Dohe_rty plans to stay
on the West Coast after graduation practic- include the National Trial Team, nationa;
ing public interest law in areas such as home- public interest law associations, and other
ABA sponsored activities. Doherty would
less advocacy litigation.
B Y BELINDA ETEZAD RACHMAN
etarily and in terms of reputational risk.
Doherty based his decision to 1"4n for like to see new programs created and will
A fter planning, promoting and partici- B section's Chris Lamb came in full Elvis the Presidency,
in part; on his interest in also work to inform students of opportuni.npating in this year's Law Revue, drag and staggered through a rendition of·
public interest law. The main component ties to get involved in these activities. At
Univesity of San Diego's version of "You Ain't Nothing But a Law Dean,"
of public interest law is se~vice, John said. the same time he will work to gain more
Harvard's Hasty Pudding Club Show, I re- sung to the tune of "You Ain't Nothing
This service translates well into student rep- support for these programs, and other stualize just how many frustrated hambone But a Hou!Jd Dog." For those of you who
resentation, he continued. Also, Doherty dent activities, from the faculty and adactors ·an<! really talented musicians are in missed the show, some of the lyrics were,
decided to run ·t?ecause of hi.s interaction ministration. To be nationally recognized
school. I discovered that many of my friends "You ain't nothing but a law dean,
with people. "Oner.ellSon I think I could do the three need to work together, "we n11ed
had artistic greatness hidden deep within.
screaming all the time, you ain't nothing
a good job is that I feel I am really ap- to get ·the faculty and administration exPeter Salmon, who was MC and show but a law dean, wasting all my time, you
proachable,
and ·I enjoy meeting new cited and involved."
planner, was featured in many of the songs talk about procedure but it ain't no friend
A second goal, closely tied to the
people."
Finally,
Doherty ran for President
and skits. He and Tim Tatro opened the of mine. Service of process, well you
first,. is raising the reputation of the Law
because
being
SBA
president
would
afford
show by singing the "Academic Probation can process this! (sung while clenching
School. Nationally recognized programs
Blues." It had the audience in hysterics! her fist and shaking it at the audience) It him greater access to students, faculty, and with across the board support, Doherty
While we were all collectively gasping for went on from there: Ably backing her up administration giving him a better position . says, will boost the reputation of our
from which to ac:complish his_goals.
breath after all that laughing, they revved were the Brides of Christ, 3 C section
John Doherty has three primary goals school.
up the show even higher by singing "De- ladies in nun drag that consisted of myFinally, the ~tudent body needs to
as
President.
First, Doherty would ·like to
fault" (it's not my fault, I've got to default.) self, Alison Cohen and Jennifer Brobst
become more organized when they make
set::
increased
student
invol.
v
ement
in
presThe protagonist of their song wound up on piano. If we are still in school next
Please tum lo page 4, column 1
drinking wine out of a paper bag. One can year, I'm sure we can resurrect Elvis and ently nationally recognized programs as well
as
new
nationa!,programs.
These
programs
only hope we escape a similar fate after refine the act for Law1Revue '95.
we graduate.
Deborah Engel sang "Nothing ComHats off must go to the person who pares To You" and" That's What I Like chine racing ahead or else stuttering on
went to the greatest expense, both mon- About You" as well as a pro. The Brides the same slide. We had to stop and fix it
of Christ ret~uned to sing their while Pete and I made shadow animal
version of "Stand By Your shapes on the screen and tried.to be amus- Interested In Investing In Mexico? See
Man," complaining that they ing. By the response at the end of the our coverage of Professor Vargas' lecture on
"never see their lord and mas- song, I think I pulled it off.
.
NAFTA and the current turmoil in Mexico.
ter, only these chicks what a
Next was a Moot Court sketch that
(Article on Page 3)
•••
disaster." There was a hys- had everyone screaming!
Geoff
terical job interview skit fea- Morrison, Catherine Cottis, Brad Fields, Trial Date Set For Young v. USO. Judge
turing Pete Salmon, Brad · Pete Salmon, Bob Coccia, Kathy Meola denies summary judgement motion by deFields and Jack Yeh that and Jack Yeh created the court that never fendants.
showed off their natural comic was, nor hopefully, ever will be. Jack
(Article. on Page 3)
abilities. Whe_n they men- started out by respectfully requesting that
tioned that they had only writ- the court to look at his new suit, and Want More Pictures From the Talent
ten the skit that afternoon, I making an even more powerful impres- Show? Look Inside!
was really impressed by how sion when he described sizzling bacon
(Photos on Page 4)
clever people can be when for Judge Field's. The judge, in his best
*"*
pressured at the last minute.
Homer Simpson impersonation said "Ba- True Romance: Our reporter is getting
I sang the Gershwin con" looking up to.wards the sky and you married! Get the scoop in Extra Legal.
song, "Someone to Watch knew Jack just won his case. The oppo(Article on Page 5)
•••
Over Me" while showing sition, knowing this was their last chance
slides of the USD law staff to score points with the judge, described Guess Who's Coming To Dinner? S.P.
who havecontributed so much a fudgy brownie and qnce again the judge Jones has a date with infamy.
to us. Each time the refrairi,"to was in bliss. If only we could sway the
(Article on .PQge 5)
my heart he's stolen the key" bench so easily.
•••
There was so much beer that all the Intersted In a ~i~e Drink?
was sang, a slide of Professor
Keven
Frank Engfelt was shown. actors in every skit included one in their Kemper's reveisionist approach to alcohol
There was considerable tech- act with MC Pete encouraging everyone to reform defends the right to get bombed.
nical difficulty at the start of
(Article on Page 6)
·Please turp, to page 4, column 2
tJ1~
~b_Qvv with the slide maOutgoing SBA President Masquerades as Dean

T h e Law School Talent Show
Where the Beer Flowed Freely and
the Laughs Kept Coming

In The News--
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What's New at the LRC? New Books Received

SBA ELECTION RESULTS
President
John Doherty
Day Vice-President
Tom Frye_
Joshua Lynn
-Run Off
Evening Vice-President
G.R. (Erick) Mead

A. WESTON
GRAHAM, COMSO. Privatizing Pub- of the condemned with facts and interpretalic Enterprises: Constitutions, the state, and tion to provide a fascinating history oflegal
Senior . Reference Librarian
BALBUS, ISAAC D. The Dialectics ·regulation in comparative perspective. Uses executions in Texas.
of Legal Repression: Black rebels before a comparative approach to examine the efMcCHESNEY, ROBERT W. Telethe American criminal courts. Provides a fects of diffe~nt constitutional and .legal communications, Mass Media, and Democreconstruction of the sanction process, from tradi~ions on privatization in the U:S., the rai:y: The battle for the control of U.S.
broadcasting, 1928-1935: ·Contributes to
the point of arrest to point of ultimate dis- U.K., and France.
.position of those arrested in the black ghetto
HALL, G.D.G., ed. The Treatise on the contemporary debates concerning govrevolts of the mid 1960's in Chicago, De- the Laws and Customs of the Realm of ernmental deregulation and media policy,
troit, and Los Angeles.
England Commonly Called Glanvill. Gives both in the U.S. and inte(llationally by usCALDER, NORMAN. Studies in &rly an account in Latin and English translation ing primary documentation in communicaMuslim Jurisprudence. Offers a theory of of the law and practice of the English royal tion history.
die origins and early development of Is- court at the end of the reign of Henry II,
MASON; MARY ANN. Using Comlamic law.by using passages from the earli- about the year A.D. 1189.
puters in the Law Office Without Walls. 3rd
est juristic works1 early Muslim literary
JOHNSON, CHARLES J., Jr. Corpo- ed. Offers excellent hints at what is posforms, juristic norms, and hermeneutic tech- rate Finance and the Securities Laws: In- sible with ttie computer on your desk through
nique.
tertwines ·the mech~ics and practices of chapters on "What computers do," "Setting
CLARK, STEPHEN A. Representing. corporate finance with the legal principles up your own substantive systems on perProfessionals Before the. Department of that govern them bycovering underwriting sonal computers," "Legal research," and
Labor: Labor certification and labor con- practices, mechanics ofregistration and dis- "PC's.in the real world."
dition application procedures. Presents ar- tribution, private placements, shelf regisSHOENBROD, DAVID. Power Withticles from an American Immigration Law- trations, commercial paper, internation.al ti- out Responsibility: How Congress abuses
yers Association conference focusing on · nance, and financial products.
.
the people throughdelegation. Shows that
labor/immigration issues.
JORDE, THOMAS M; Antitrust, J:i- · Congress and the president, instead of makCURTIN, DANIEL J., Jr. California novation, and Competitiveness. Explores ing laws that govern us, generally give buLand Use and Planning Law. [ 1994 edi- how the U.S. antitrust laws, especially the reaucrats the power to make laws through
tion] Covers all aspects of land use issues · Sherman Antitrust Act, have affected the agency regulations.
with new sections on map processing relat- ways in which U.S. corporations can comSORENSEN, ELAINE. Comparable
ing to subdivisions, and also has a new · pete in world markets.
Worth: ls it a worlhy policy ? Lays out the
section on issues dealing with federal and
KEMF,ELIZABE'IH,ed. Thelawofthe various approaches taken by the states in a
state wetland regulations.
Mother: Protecting indigenous peoples in pro- comprehensive assessment of the compaDUKE, STEVEN B.rAmerica's Long- tected areas. Ofters·d comprehensive vision of...,,. rable worth policies as a means of reducing
est War: Rethinking our tragic crusade how to design and implement conser¥ation male/female wage disparities.
against drugs. Offers a background on 'the projects to provide for the well-being of local
W ACKS, RAYMOND, ed. Hong
real and iµiagined dangers the most popular peoples, wildlife, and the land itself.
Kong, China and 1997: Essays in legal
legal and illegal drugs have for the indiLI, VICTOR H. Law and Politics in theory. Explores aspects of Hong Kong
vidual and for society.
"
China 's Foreign Trade. Offers insights and 'China's legal and social systems as
FELDMAN, DAVID. Civil Liberties into attitudes and practices of Chinese soci- both societies undergo profound change
and Human Rights in Engklnd and Wales. ety in areas other than trade, such as foreign while waiting for their merger in 1997.
Contains a highly detailed account of the policy, while discussing the consistent patWELLENREUIHER, HERMANN,
English law of civil liberties, provides an terns in China's trade with industrialized ed. GermatJ and American Constitutional
analysis of a wide range of freedoms, and nations, and the practical aspects of trade Thought: Contexts, interaClion and hiStori~valuates them against a background of inter- • with China.
cal realities. Compares the constitutional
national human rights principles and li~ral
MARQUART, JAMES w_. The Rope, histories of Germany and the U.S. in asymtheory.
the Chair, and the Needle: Capital punish- posium format of extensive comments by
ment in Texas, 1923-1990. Weaves stories German and U.S. scholars.
·
COMPILED BY FRANKLIN

T~urer

David Krause
Secretary
Sheila Mahmoudi
ABA Representative
KeviQ Kravets .
Mike Connor
Honor Court Justices
Maj-Le Tate
()ustice)
Matthew Grecco · (Justice)
Jacqueline Hamilton (Justice)
Tiffany Israel
(Prelim. Examiner)
Rob Moore
(1st Alternate)
David Boyd
(2nd Alternate)
Honor Court Counsel
Anthony Demaria'
2nd Year Day Representatives
RiChAmes
Belinda Etezad Rachman
Joshua Brysk
2nd Year Evening Representative
Nelle Torres
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3rd Year Day Representatives
Kerina Bowler
Wendy Phillips
Jesse Finlagson

3rd Year Evening Representative
Robin Felix

4th Year Evening Representative
Larry Kincaid
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Malatov Coffee Goes to the Oscars

tion and eating extra-greasy pork skins while for Bush" bumper stickers. However, in my
Bv·ERNEST BELL
· T was reading an article in the Union- slumped in your dad's naugahyde Laz-E- opinion, it wasn't the year's best.
Ipromisedmyselfthatlwouldn't snivel
1.Tribune in which San Diego high school Boy and counting the minutes to the next
students were polled as to their Oscar choice repeat of "Cheers." Pinch an inch in couch about. who really should have won what
award. So instead, I've created my own
for best movie. "Schindler' s List," they said, potato solida,ity.
Embrace every kitsch and ignorant im- little categories:
.... because, of the nominated films, it presented
the most important social issue. I was taken pulse. It's what makes you you. Stop saying Da Flix
·
that you watch "Beverly Hills 90210" so
The nominees for most underrated
aback.
· Any,bne who remembers when Richard you can make fun of Breqda. Admit that the movie are Steven Soderberg' s "King of the
Gere·, with a Tibetan monk in tow, only books you:vetead havf~~~liffNotes" Hill," P&\;t'Weir's "P~less," and Martin
s9apboxed at the Oscars rei;:ognizes that the in the title. Reeite the only ~try you. ap-::.,· Scorsese's "Age of Innocence." Weir's
Academy votes according to an AGENDA preciate - the stuff you read ··o n the bath-' . "Fearless," which did a swan dive into
rather than on the basis of somewhat more room walls that made you gig~le the giggle,. _oblivion immediately after its release, has
appropriate criteria, like quality. But is this . of a person spending $17,()()() per year on"" no competition, but both "King" and "Age"
·
higher·'education. - '· are killer flicks you-probably didn't see...
also how we (notice
The ~lst Annuaf '
.~.because we were stupidly spending
the inclusive proMalat~v Awards -"! ·.our $8 on one or all of the following nominoun, I empathize
BrilHant movies, and cirt in general,
How we've for- nations for most overrated film: "The Piwith you, I am one
can be of great social relev~ce gotten. It wasn't so- ano," "The Fugitive," and "Jurassic Park."
ofyou) evaluate the
and they can be trifles. All this "easy long; ago thaC I don't know, take your pick. "The Piano"
worth of movies?
to appreciate but hard to like" busi- "Rocky" won the transcended incoherency and was metaOr ·music? Or cofness too often confuses our sensi- best rnovie award. I phoric to insipid excess. "The Fugitive"
fee houses? Or·am I
bilities.as to what's good and what mean, a movie tha( . once again proved that Harrison Ford has
nutty for putting any
isn't. No matter the importance of a Sly Stallone not only the acting range of a hang-nail, and was
weight in the opinmovie, if it ain't entertaining, it ain't starred in, but wrote, petrifyingly boring besides. And "Jurassic
ions of high school
good.
won the stinkin' Os- Park." A plot this shallow shouldn't be
students?
car for best flick. allowed outside of "Seinfeld."
I am glad that
And now we decide DaTunes
you share these very
Nominees for most underrated albums:
same concerns. Perhaps you don't and you that "Schindler's List" should win because
Crowded House's "Together Alone,"
are reading this merely to pass the time as it has the most pertinent issue?
Brilliant movies, and art in general, Dada's "Puzzle," and Chris Isaak's "San
you sit in your car waiting for a parking
space within spitting distance of Warren can be of great social relevance and they Fransisco Days." I'm fudging "Together
Hall. Whatever the case, take the remainder can be ·trifles. All this "easy to appreciate Atone" into 1993 consideration because a
of the newspaper and roll it up, ignite it but hard to like" business too often con'- year from now Crowded House will be Roll(warm up the c:,igaret!e lighter... I'll wait), fuses our sensibilities as to what's good and ing Stone's "Best Unsigned Band." These
wave it above you~ head, and beat your what isn't. No matter the importance of a guys found their way into the limelight only
chest with a clenctiec;l fist. Liberate your movie, if it ain't entertaining, it ain't good. after the press practically begged the public
"List" deserved the Oscar be.cause it is to take a listen. Three albums later, people
·primordial self. And r~peat with me, "'GQ'
and 'Cosmo' are not the arbiters of my beautifully-shot and well-acted. It is won- have stopped caring. Too bad. And to add
derful movie-making. It's hard to.imagine insult to injury, they finish a close second
taste."
..
I know your secret heart, your passion anyone not being affected by It, even those
Please Tum to Page 4, Column 2
· for watching the World Wrestling Federa- people with the "Don't Blame Me, I Voted

...
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Professor·'" Vargas Reflects on Turmo-il -Iri Mexico:

1994 3

1994--1995 Moot
Court Board
Annnour1ced

an issue of legal concern in the country. est people. He explained that these indigBv LALEAQUE GRAD
rofessor Vargas, a USD_Law Professor Professor Vargas explained how it is not enous peoples are also in chronic need of
specializing in Mexican Law, discussed uncommon for people to be murdered or_ improved health care and ed.ucation.
Vargas attributes the i~tensity of povthe future of the North American Free Trade . tortured in -Mexico because of the their poerty among the indigenous populatjon to
Agreement (NAFfA) in light of the recent litical beliefs.
Second, Professor Vargas explained "cultural blindness" and "legalblindness." Incoming Board:
political turmoil in Mexico at a lecture sponThe following students have been
NAFfA should be used to help even - Indigenous peoples have generally always
that
sored by the La Raza Law Student Associabeen in the lower-segment of named to the USD Appellate Moot Court
tion and The International Law
Mexico's society. In addi- Board:
Society.
tion, it was not until very reNAFTA is a tri-lateral
David
- 'cently that the Mexican Con- Rob Beal, Charima·n:
trade agreement seeking to creSpeckman,
Vice-Chair
lntraschool;
s ti tuti on recognized that
ate a largely barrier-free eco- ~
Mexico was a pluralistic soci- Cindy Freeland. Vice:.Chair National;
nomic partnership among
Albert Delzeit. Tournament Director;
ety.
Canada, Mexico, and the
Third, Professor Vargas Wendy Phillips & Jesse Finlayson.
United States. NAFfA went
explained that NAFT A National Criminal Procedure Coorinto effect on January 1, 1994.
Since the commencement should be used to help de- dinators; Siobhan Cullen, Alumni Torts
mocratize Mexicb's political Coordinator; Cory King, Jessup Inof NAFTA, Mexico has been
system. Mexico's. political ternational Law Coordinator; John
struck with political turmoil. system is currently dominated Duncan, Constitutional Law CoordiFirst, simultaneous with the
by one political party' the nator; Sharon-Doorlay. Criminal.Law
commencement ofNAFTA in
PRI. Vargas noted how the Coordinator; Betsy Gardener &
January, peasants in the state
system -needs an interplay Anne-Margaret Bartish, Margaret
of Chiapas staged a violent upamong multiple political par- Mccahill & Dennis _Duchenne, Eric
rising against the Mexican gov, ties to be a tmly democratic Prosser & Kirk Donnely. National
- ernment. The rebels in the
Team
system.
Chiapas insurrection deProfessor Vargas also
manded reforms to end historic
discussed the cultural implidiscrimination
against
cations NAFfA may have on outgoing Board Members:
Mexico's indigenous Indians.
Robert
Mexico. He noted that Christy Grave$. Cha.Ir;
Second, Institutional RevoluCocchia,
Vice
Chair;
Ellen
Turnage.
tionary Party (PRI) presiden-N~~}l inevitablr" l\ave_
good and bad effects on TOurnameM f3>irector; Denise Draper.
tial candidate Luis Donaldo
Mexico. One positive ef- National Criminal Procedure DirecColosio was assassinated in
Vin·ce Brunkow, - Corrine
fect he predicted was in- 1'9r.
Tijuana on March 24.
Coleman,
Tim Earl, Quisteen Shum.
creased.ecm;iomic indepenAlthough NAFTA centers
Tournament
Coordinators; Renae
dence for women. The
on trade, Professor Vargas beAdamson,
David
Bigelow. Catherine ·
American maquiladora irilieves that the agreement has
Jorge V arg:aJ
Cottis,
Katherine
Flaherty, Kathryn
dustries,
U.S.
owned
factosignificance for some imporMeola,
Ge.offrey
Morrison, t Peter
tant non-trade related issues in Mexico. Pro- out the -distribution of wealth in Mexico. ries in Mexico, which are predicted to
Jack
Yeh;
National
.Tedm.
Salmon,
fessor Vargas discussed three key Mexican· Vargas described Mexico's distribution of increase with NAFTA, tend to hire women
I) () ]
domestic issues that may be enhanced by wealth as drastic and unjust. Seventy-five as half their labor force. Vargas explained
. j ;1 ('
NAFfA: (1) increased recognition and re- percent of Mexico's people live below the that this trend _h elps give women ecosped for human rights, (2) more equitable poverty level. In 1990, the richest 10% of nomic power in a country where the in- _
Winters Competition:
distribution of wealth, (3) increased democ- the population shared_41.4% of the income dustrial labor force had traditionally been
Finalists:
racy and pluralism in the political.system.
while the poorest 25% of the population dominated by men.
Stephanie
Patchett
First, Vargas explained that NAFTA '-- S~ed only 6% ofJh~ inc,<:>01e.c . X~g~s01 , . Profess.o r Vargas tq_ld the audience
.
James
Swiderski
~1 1 a
should be used as an instrument to pursue stressed the need to strengthen the develop- that: "The future facing you is future : .
Kathleen
McMurray~:.
the enhancement of human rights in Mexico. ment of a middle class in Mexico.
with international implication." He says
Debbie Kane
~ ·-r
He explained that Mexico has historically .
Professor Vargas noted that people of that NAFTrfi is)helping to operi the legal a
.' f , s eyes
.
. g lo- l ,
- had a very poor record with regard to hu- the indigenous cultures, those native to the community
to th e d eve loping
man rights which has just recently become region, are often a01ongthe nation's poor- bal economy.
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Trial Date Set In Wrongful Termination Su~t Against Dean~':Strachan _ And-.-~~
U:niversity, Motion For Su:nimary Judgment Denied
··
·;,
: :' ~~
Bv JAMES KuPERSTEIN

lipstick, and mascara, personal hygiene tion and doctoring of statistics to light, her the termination of employment in violation
items like-tissue, and deodorant, household employm~~t, contract w~ not renewe~.
of public policy. Defendants argued, howgoods such as ~r,gent, a'¥1-lli~rie~ ~~ch , _
<??.}'e~rM~ ..~ &,ytlf,~ Upiversity and ever, that there was no public interest at
ate Programs of the law school, filed suit as frozen lunches, ~una, popcorn cakes, etc._qrDe~n,,~v;t,c~~~ fil~_a"Mo.tion for Summary stake; the only interests Young claimed to
against both the University and· Dean
Each year U~§:. News & World Report_,1 ,!udgJP~.n.t ~amtammg ther:e were no tn- have furthered was the University's private
Kristine Strachan in the San·Diego Supe- conducts a survey.,a~d publishes a report in~!, able)$SU.el!1 of fact. In a declaration in financial interests. Again, the court ruled·
rior Court on Q_ctober 18 for, among other which they rank_ .S. law sch%l,ls. In ~,?920~ s.upport 'I.the motion Sister Sally Furay this was·a triable issue'of fact.
·
·
things, wrongful terIn their Motion for Summary lodgStrach1tn, reP;grt- J!!lid,Jti~Mt1\\;as her decision alone to withmination cifYoung~s
edly'. ~l,e~ted not toi 6 olq'.Y'Q\t g'f~ letter of appointment because ment defendants also cited case law arguemployment contract
. respo~d to ,th~l~ur- 1..'fY ?~'ig Ms1t:~reach~ her duty to k~ep Dean ing that in a wrongful termination suit acand fraud. When.
vey. " There~fter_1~-~trac11~;1~~onfident1al expense re1mburse- quired evidence of the former employee' s
Young was fired in
USD was rank~ in02 pien~ inforgiation confidential. and instead misconduet is grou~ds for Sumniarx._Judg19')3 she had been
the lower half. -;!t is1£ i .reveal~~ it t9 Law School faculty and oth- ment in favor of the employee. To (ienionworking for the Unialleged that w1ten. ,ers. The, ~¢1ationship of ttust and confi- strate this requisite misconduct D~fehdants
versity for eleven
. Strachan- received>
exist between a. Dean and said iha! "the University learned during
·q ; dence. that"inust
.
years achieving, by
the next year's sur- ,. an Assistant Dean was destroyed." Furay discovery, and Young admits, that while
vey, m January of : asserted that she . had conferred with no , .still employed [Young] copied, or removed 1993, a salary of
$70,000, plus $15,000
1993, she called a - one,but made the deeision he~lf after con- the originals 'of, the Dean's confidential
in ' benefits per year.
meeting . with ducting her own investigation and conclud- personal records, and removed· boxes of
Young and others ing that there'were no other positions avail- , original confidential ·University records."
The Defendants in the
todiscusshowthey able for Young. Yoµng appealed Furay's' Thest( personal records included medical
suit recently filed a
Motion for Summary
could "lie without decision to the President of-the University reimbursement statements, past pay checks,
Judgment that was degetting caught" to Dr. Author Hughes. - Hughes concurred in . arid records of business expenses from the
nied by the court.
U.S. News & World Furay's decision to terminate.Young.
Salt Lake City Firm Strachan was emplQyed
Young, in her ·
Rep_ort so the
In the Motion for Summary Judgment with. The confidential information included
complaint, charactermagazine would Strru<han and the University argued there was personal and salary information of faculty
ized herself as a
give USD a better no cause of action for interference with con- members, performance evaluations of staff,
rating. It is alleged tract because there was no implied employ- . University budget records, admissions inwhistle-blower who
·by Young that ment contrru<t. J'hey argued that an employ7 formation, an'd much more. The motion
was fired for reporting numerous alleged misappropriation of Strachan misrepresented figures including ment contract, like any oilier contract, should also stated that Young· sifted through the
funds by Strachan,.and the alleged doctor- undergraduate Gl>A of the students, aver- be interpreted according to the plain mean- Dean's trash ill hopes of finding evidence
ing, by Strachan and others, of statistics for age LSAT scores, employers recrui~ing on- ing of its terms: _The contract had expired against her. The court denied this part of
the 1993 U.S. News & World .Report na- campus, average salary of new graduates, so there could be 'no interference, or con- the Motion also.
tiQnal law school ranking survey. The mis- and the number of students accepted to fill spiracy to interfere, with the contract. The
The Motion for Summary Judgment
appropriation, according to Young, in- the entering class.
court ruled that this was a triable issue of also' argued that even if Young's allegacluded many unusual expense reimburseY ming maintains that, because she at- fact.
Please Turn to Page 4, Column 3
Another cause of action by Young was
ment requests for personal items such as tempted to bring the alleged misappropria-

1\. Ifarilyn Young, the former Assistant
l VJnean for Administration and Gradu-
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qutstanding ··
Alumna

i:'(Continued From Pagel)
.
.
. '
help themselves since our SBA student activity money had paid for it. Things got ·a
little out of hand when John Callahan, Bob •
Bv LALEAQUE GRAr>
Coccia and Pefo Salmon had a beer slamrphe Women's Law Caucus reeognized . ming contest on stage. It appears that
.I '·several outstanding alumna at its forth some cultures and races are more well
annual "Celebration of Women in Law" on known for imbibing than others. Recently, my in-laws. and I were trying to
March 28, 1994.
.Congre~swomen Lynn Schenck pre- think of one famouJi Jewish dtunk ~ut we·~
sented the Outstanding Alumna of the Year couldn't. Pete may just lead th~. way for.:
award which went to the Honorable Judith our brethren.
·
Keep of the class of 1970 who now serves
To add some sophistication at this·
on the federal bench. CongresswoJ!lan point in the evening, we were saved by
Schenck w_as the recipient of the Outstand- · the gorgeous -~usic from the voices and·
ing Alumna award last year.
guitars of Cesar Luna, ·J\forby Cisneros
The WoJ!len's Law Caucus alsorecog- and Barry Creary. They .played tlie most
nized four other alumna, each representing beautiful Spanish ·mus.iC. Their second
a different decack of the history of women tune switched back and· forth between
in law.
"La Bamba" and the Beatles' "Twist and
Ffrst, Mary Harvey of the Class of 1959 Shout" to show 'how much Anglo music
was (ecognized. Harvey was the first fe- has evolved from 0th.er sources.
male <to, graduate from USD Law School.
The last skit of the evening was a
Harvey reflected on difficulties she had as a cross gender dating game with Brad Fields
woman trying to break int-o a legal commu- as our Dean who had her pick of three
nity dominated by men. Harvey told stories eligibie dates. Big Brad in a Hawaiian
about going on job interviews· and being Mumu was a sight to behold. Pete Salmon
told stt:aightout: "We d,on't hire women."
with a long wig was Professor Alexander,
Second, Betty Boorie of the class 9f CeoffMorrison was in some kind of crazy
1964 was recognized. Boone was the sec- get up as Lynn Dallas and a stuffed bunny
.. ·schoot , _ . for Prof~- Ursin whose . only
ond female to graduate frq~ •
She was a member of the first San Diego response to all questions was, "I concur
Law Review. Boone also reflected on the with the Traynor decision in Esco la,." The
barriers she faced as a woman trying to unnamed staff in the audience must have
break into a legal comin/unity dominated thought the boys did a good job because
by men.
they were laughing really hard ·all the
. Third, Susanne Stanford of the class way through. It's a good thing they are
of 19?5 was recognized. Stanford de- all graduating because not everyone has
scribed her experience at law school in a good sense of humor to allow hemselves
the 1970's as a time when women were · to be made fun of as savagely as
beginning to be accepted. She noted that · that.(suddenly you can't get requested
although wome~ tended to do very well classes or worse.)
academically, they still had problems at' The whole evening was lots of fun. I
only wish more people would have been
tempting to get jobs.
Finally, Sherly King of tilt: class of the~"'. Next year pay illore attention to
198~ was recognized. King began law
the posters that inform you as to when
schcft>i :When she was 40 and had already and where the '95 Law Revue.-Show will
raised family. She explained that by be. If it is anything like thi's"year, here
the time she came to law school many of will be way to m.uch beetdand lots of .
the pfo'b1ems women faced during the clever student preseritation. What is scary
'60'Sitnd '70's had improved and thankdd" · is the idea that most of those participatthe wbmen of the earlier decades for ing in this year's show wiJI be long gone
breaidng through the gender barriers. ·, ' by the next show. We will have to dePete Salmon and Tim Tatro Serenade The Crowd
the y.I omeri' s Law Caucus also'pre'- ' velop, inspire or uncover new ·talent to
sented ~n Honorary Lifetime Member- replace the 3rd year stars of 1994. This
ship to the Honorable Judith McConnell. will not be an easy task. We've got reAlthough not a USO Law School _Alumna, ally big shoes to fill! · After reading Pete
Judge McConnell has been very active Salmon's signed open letter about ProSuperior Court. Judith L. Haller will be
Dean Strachan
with the Women's Law Caucus at USO. fessor Alexander that was on the 1st
the presiding judge. A jury has been deJudge McConnel! also faught the course Amendment board this year, I said that
(Continued FromPage 3)
manded by the Plaintiff, Marilyn You11g,
in sex discrimination at the law school he had the biggest balls of~ (dyone on tions ofNegligenJ Misrepresentation and for a trial that is expected to last ten
with Lynn Schenck and Sr. Saljy Furay. campus and now we know he at.so has the 'Invasion of Ptivacy proved to· be true days . .·
Judge McConnell currently works in the biggest shoes. Hopefully, they can be •they ' were emSuperior Court.
filled.
·,11 ·'°
ployment related
torts and theren...t·
·'f'.'f'rb re worker's
President Elect
· ·«fo mpensation ·
Malatov Coffee ' ·
i;.
'Would be the only
(Continued From Page 1)
(Continued From Page ~) .
remedy. Thus,
demani:lk on the University. Student gov- to Dada's "Puzzle."
the court lacked
ernments in private institutions don't have
You might have heard that·i'.Dizz"Knee ' '§libject-matter juany real power, Dohe~ty said. This is the Land" song on more adventurous radio sta- risdiction and
reality of private Universities. To. give tions. It's a darn fine ditty, and probably the ·Jould not rule on
student government power to work for worst tune on "Pu:lzle." The album is bluesy, ''lhese issues. The
students they need to_have a well run funky, punky; good s~ufffor sm~hing beer co~rt agreed with
student constituency' that are determined cans against your forehead and screaming, this argument and
to fotlow up on requests they make and. "Hello; ClevelandLLet's rock!" But do you granted Defenissues they pursue. The people that make care? ,No...
dants' Motion for
the de'Cisions need to know .of student
... because we all, whether we wanted Summary ]Adjudemands. The students may not get ev-: to or not; were too busy singing Whitney . dication ruling
erytliin~ they want, but if they are orga- Houston's ~~I Will Always Love You." No that these claims
nizecf.and keep the pressure. on th'ey are other nominees for '~Most.Overrated Song fall within the
mor~ :: likely to have their demands
or Album by Someone I'd Pay to Pimp~ worker's commet,Dbherty said. John also said that he Slap" need be mentioned, but just for kicks: pensation excltf~
wants'..to work with the.• fac,ulty and..ia<;l- . the Proclaimers' "500 Miles," 4- Non~ sivity rule.
minist~ation, but whed 1that1fails 'a'noac.--;;. Blondes' "What's Up?" and Meat Loafs
A disposition heeds to be takenlhe~s' ready to play · "I'd Do Anything for Love (butI Won't Go tion conference
"an ad.v,ersarial role." •, i· : f r; .
oon a Diet)." ;! ..
. \
has been set for
The. President Elect summed up by ·Da Conclusion
September 23,
stating:that the success or failure of these
Beat the drum slowly, brothers and sis- 1994, · and the
g{)als and activities will depend on how ters. Nurture your primal sides. Dance too case is slated to
willing the student body is to work with, close to the fire. I go now to drink deeply of go to trial on Ocand support, the SBA.
coffee and to view muchly of "Ace Ven- tober 7 in Departture, Pet Detective." Peace.
ment 17 of_J:he

a

if;
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Liz Gets Married:
·The World Will
Never Be the Same
BY ELIZABETH FRIEDL.AN[)

T'm getting married! I can't believe it.
.II•m so excited that I can hardly concentrate. School? What's school! I haven't
studied in weeks. I have no time. I'm no
longer a stUdent...I am a Wedding Coordinator! I've got places to book, people to see,
dates to plan. I don't have the time for little ·
things like law school. Law school, shma
school.
The wedding is iri October. It will be
beautiful. The rabbi will perform it outside, at sunset on a Saturday night. The
chuppa that we will be standing under, will
be covered with pink and white flowers.
The attendants will hold candles and roses.
And this whole thing will be atop a cliff·
overlooking the ocean. It will be incredible. It's too bad the reception is on a
Sunday afternoon in November. You try
finding a place for the ceremony and reception on the same date . . It's impossible.
You cannot get anything you want on
an exact date. Flexibility is the key word in
wedding planning. My mother and I found
this out fast. . Everywhere we call we're
told that someone else is penciled in for
that time or date. Penciled in means that
they haven't put down an official deposit.
Then the caterers tell us that they'll call us
back next week if the other party comes
through. I'm very suspicious of the people
'Penciled in at every hotel in San Diego and
Newport Be!lch. I think it's a big joke
played by two very bored people...
"Lisa, I have nothing to do Friday night.
What say we call a few hotels and pencil in
a few wedding dates, just to make a few
brides miserable?"
'That's a terrific idea Amy! Why don't
we pencil in a few bands as well?"
"Ha, Ha, Lisa! You kill me! Might as
well call a few photographers while we're
at it!"
If I get the ceremony and reception on
the same date it'll be a miracle. A friend of
mine recently suggested that I avoid all these
problems and have the wedding on a yacht.
She said that it was the most elegant wedding
she had ever attended. I told my mother this
idea. "What about when people start getting
sea-sick?" She asked. "What happens when
the vomiting starts? Oy vey. I can just See
your grandparentS on a boat. The Red Cross
will be called. What, are you crazy! A Boat!
A boat!" No boat.
But that's the least of my worries. I've
still got the bridesmaidS to deal with. When I
was a bridesmaid at my brother's wedding, I
vowed not to put my attendants through the
same hell I went through. No hours of pictures and no space alien dresses. Well, sorry
girls. I've joined the official make-em-weartaffeta club.. It's just too impossible finding a
dress that looks decent on all of them. A
coµple girls are buxom beyond belief. Another is as skinny as a rail. Only one is 'just ,
right." It's just easier to throw them all in one
big taffeta tent. Ha ha. I swear you can wear
it again with a few minor alterations.·Giggle,
giggle.
Throughout this whole thing the groom
has been silent. That was my brilliant idea. I
figure the less he says the better. I just told
him to show up in a tux. He's thrilled: He's
seen how crazy my mother and I have be-

Please Turn To Page 1, column 4
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Guess Who's· Coming To Dinner? An Adventure
With The Big Guy "All issues are political issues,
and politics itself is a mass of
lies, evasions, folly, hatred and
·schizophrenia."
- George Orwell

If I had to hazard a guess, then I woul<J that up there?
Pres: For the last time, No! Now if
say that it was around this point that the ·
you'll
excuse me,! need to ...
trouble began. T.J. couldn't sit still for too
T.J.:
Health Plan, well hell any fool
much longer, he had a little something to _
say. You see T.J., well, T.J. is a Perot man, can tell ya it ain't gonna work. And

"Keep on eatin.'"
- M·e mphis Minnie McCoy
BY S.P. JONES
s I Write this, I sit in a cold prison
J-\.infirmary bed, tattered, broken, and
weary from my fray with the Navy Seals.
The story of how I found myself in such a
sad; lonely and yet often repeated predicament involves mystery and intrigue the lik~s
of which even James Bond never dreamed.
As you will recall, a certain foreign dignitary was in town recently, but as I do not
desire any further trouble and am also opposed to name.dropping in all forms, I will
disguise his name and refer to this diplomat only as President Clill Binton. It
was Friday, April 1 and my good friend
T.J. (Thomas Jefferson) Krupupple and I
had been drinking for pretty much two
days straight when we wandered into a
Roberto's to get a little sustenance.
Tired from our journey and wrought
with hunger, we soon fo_und ourselv'Es
looming over a pile of bean burritos.
While eating the burritos and chasing
them with Peach Schnapps, an uninvited
but welcome guest entered the room:
President Clill Binton. Of course, he too
had a stack of Burritos.
Before he sat down, I heard a secret
service agent caution him, "Sir, I do not
believe that it would be wise of you to sit
with these two gentlemen. There are
plenty of other vacant spots." ·
"Nonsense, nonsense. I'm the people
president, Pete. If I don't have time to
eat Big Macs with. ~l\e little .P,11QO{e, then
what do I have time for?" the President
responded. Obviously tired from his long
jog, he didn't even notice that he wasn't
eating at a McDonald's.

A

has been from the beginning, and will probably die that way. So it was under this
pretense that he began to speak.·

NAFTA, woo-whee, you really screwed
us on that. Ya' see this bean burrito?
Pres: Actually, its a Big Mac.
,,
T,J.:. Yeah, well nobody asked you!!!
Now .l isten up: this bean burrito here h,as
got no BEANS!_ No beans at all. An~
what's to blame? NAFTA, NAFTA is to :
blame. That stinkin' plan of yours ha~
caused me nothing but pain. My damn
burrito has got no beans! No beans I tell
ya! Now what are you gonna do about
that? Hunh!?! Nothing! That's what!

T.J.: See here Mr. President. Perot,
now there's a great man.
Pres: What was that?
T.J.: I said, and don't make me repeat
this again, Perot, now there's a great man!
Pres: Yes, well he certainly is a ...
S.P.: Say there Mr. President, I say,
Mr. President? That Whitewater deal, I
was thinking of taking a vacation there,
As the president kept attempting to
what do you think?
iJ T.J.: Nobjust a good man, a'GREAT tell him he was really eating Big Macs,
MAN! The wonders he would have done my drunkenness began to wear off and
i{ it hadn't be for that ballot box stuffing. something became alarmingly clear. My
god, Clill was right, we were in a
·:; Pres: What!?!
·
T.J.: Oh yeah, don't ac~ surprised, I McDonald's. But, T.J. was still in a stu· Pres: Hello fellas, how are you?
know all about you. And let me tell you por and if I have learned but onething
S.P.: Well a~tually I can't get a job, . ;SOJDething Mr. Bigshot, you ain't gonna about T.J. in all my years of being his
and T.J. here, well T.J. has got a whole get away with it.
friend, it is this: don't contradict T.J.
··' Pres:' What are you talking about?
load of problems.
when he's in a stupor.· Oh, and also,
Pres: Yeah, well, we're working on
S.P.:
Say, uh, back to that don't attempt to light him on fire while
that up in D.C. boys, you can count on me Whitewater thing, is there ·rafting there? he's sleeping; you'll never get away with
to help you out. ..andsay, urn, did you want See I was looking to do a little rafting it.
those fries?
this suinmer and well, it would be great if
Anyway, the more Clill said "Big
I didn't have any fries, for God's sake, you had rafting.
Macs,'' the madder T.J. got, until T.J.
we were in Roberto's. But I didn't want to
Pres: Rafting? There is no rafting, couldn't take it anymore. NAFTA had
make a fool out of the President, so I re- its a ...
driven him over the edge with rage. I
sponded.
_
,
S.P.: No rafting, well how about, could see it in T.J. 's eyes, they lit up with
S.P.: No, go ahead Mr. President, eat canoeing? Any canoeing?
_ the ghost of Jim Bowie and it took less
all the damn fries you want! They're on
Pres: No! No rafting, no canoeing thari. a second for him to charge the
me.
you idiot, its a ...
counter. The blonde haired, blpe eyed,
· ~s: Well that's kind of you, Mr., uh,
T.J.: I know about your kind, Mis- high school student, in the brown and red
Mr.?
ter, I've been around your type all my polyester outfit, looked shocked as T.J.
S.P.: Jones, sir, Shasta Penelope Jones. adult life, and I'll tell ya', you' re no damn came leaping over the counter screaming
S.P. Jones for short. ·
good. What with all your hoity-toity plans "Remember the Alamo!" However, she
Pres: Well thank you Mr. Jones. By for America. I'll tell you a thing or two managed to snap out of her daze just
the way that is quite a sharp looking...
before T.J.'s ·feet hit the floor . . She
S.P.: All right, enough of the pleasantPres: Listen, urn, fellas, I need to get · grabbed a metal, french fryer basjcetand
ries, Mr. President. Lets get down to busi- goin'. So I'll just get my burgers and.... brought it full circle right into T.J.'s eyes.
ness, you see, I got this traffic ticket needs
S.P.: Maybe some speed boating, He immediately dropped to his knees
fixin' and I heard that you guys up in D.C. you got any speed boating? Man I love screaming in pain, and as quick as lightare crooked as my grandpa's back. Do you speed boating! Zoomin' up and down
think you could take care of it for me?
the water, Man I love it! You got any of
Ple:ise Tum To Page 6, Column 3
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Shootin' Bugs: A Guide to Ridding
Your Life_0£ Pesky Compliter Problems
,;,,

~ !,

BY CHARLES BOULDIN

Trouble shooting and software bugs
Does your computer freak out on you
.when you are least expecting it? Where
you nearing the end of typing your outline
for Civil Procedure (Evidence, or Con.Law)
when the system rebooted, causing you to
· loose all of thirty-five hours of typing?
This article addresses three concerns:
·preventative actions, hardware trouble
shooting, circumyenting software bugs.
Avoiding or treating computer viri (viruses,
if you like) and the like will be in the first
fall issue of Motions. Norton Utilities is
used as the example. This is neither a paid
endorsement nor a technical review of
Norton Uitilities. If you have another brand
of
utilities, analogize the instructions to fit
\.
your facts and proceed.
Preventative actions
Enable your autosave function .
WordPerfect and Microsoft Word users:
enable your backup option and set the interval to IO minutes. Set the backup dtr~ctory
to a subdirectory that you have pre.vjously
created called
. .£:,
BACKUP. I recommend that you
enable original
document
Ir
backup unl e ss
ii
you . need to
mailltain control
over versions.
I
i
, L 0 t h .e r
word processing
software: if you
,/
have the option,
set the t imed
backup at 10
minute intervals
r
arj_d designate the
·: ~ob.directory in
wJtich the backUJ?S :are to .b e
~tt>r,ed.
;.
, , . Copy the critical fi_le to a separate
" floppy disk. Have a separate floppy set
' w-;4e for storing and secondary storage. ,This
isJn case of stupidity or disaster you will
still have this fall- back copy.
DO'copy your work regularly onto this
diskette. The greater the importance and
time critical nature of the document, the
more often you should copy an update onto
this second floppy.
Do label you diskette. Do not store or
.. _., carry this secondary copy with your first
. '..copy. Keep the second copy in some place
. . that you can get to, but is safe from a fire or
..': beer/coke spill.
Do not leave any floppy or laptop in
''" the sun.
·
Do not leave floppies near speakers,
telephones, televisions, stereos, mircowaves,
anA any other source of magnetic radiation.
,
Do ground yourself on a metal filing
. 1 'cabinet or faucet before handling a floppy,
··· ~specially if the is a Santa Ana condition
- '(vecyJow humidity, westerly winds). Static
electricity from your body is very effective
. at erasing data from your flJppy.
.. ·
Use a surge protector: You. get what
· · y.o u pay for, and this will prevent corrup- tiOn of your files.
· ·· · Tape down all cords; someone tripping
::-over the power cable is a poor way to tum
; .·off your computer.
, '. ,,. At the end of each session, use the SAVE
:··A~ function and add a ~vision mimber to
.:,, Y.'?\l file .name: E.Yi,,.c.ivPJO l .~tbecomes
civpro2.out for D9~~indows ~rs . and
....<;:0.l)LawSpring. l becp~C§ ConLawSpring.2
for Mac users. Delete the oldest version
:.·. ~~n yourun out of room and keep rotating
·;--off·the oldest version as you go.
:,;·;;.,; : J~egarding saving as your battery dies.
,,.Pf> pot attempt to save y~ document to the
,~e file name as is y~ cWTCnt file name .
••

•

if your laptop battery is near. exhaustion.
You will most likely fatally corrupt your
file; i.e., you won't be able to read .the file,
let alone recover any matenal off that file .
If this does accidentally happen to you,
either try primal scream therapy, go spar
with Joe Tyson, or take up bungy cord jumping. Afterwards, obtain a copy of Norton
Utilities and use the undelete function. You.
can aiso use a hex editor. You ask: "What's
. 'a hex editor?" Come bribe me with lunch
and I wi.H explain.
Troubleshooting hardware problems
Regarding printer problems. Paper path
problems. RTFM or pay money to someone. RTFM is loosely ·translated as Read
The Friendly Manual.
Loose cables. Make sure that the cables
are snugly plugged into their appropriate
S<?Ckets. Mac users, did you plug it into the
modem (the telephone picture) or the network port (one jllTOW pointing up, the other
pointing down)? DOS/Windows users, did
·you plug it into your game port? Or is it in
LPT2: instea_!l of LPTI :?
. DIP switches/
Setup. Try the''"'
following steps
before parting
· with your hard
D
earned dollars:
On most dot'
'
0
matrix and ink
0
jet printers, there
0
are a row oflittle
plastic toggle
'\.
switches. These
are
us ually
found on the
back, the side, or
the
inside.
Check to see th'at
. .each and every
Qne of the toggle
·switches is either
completely up or down. Half way only
causes problems.
Tum the power off, count slowly to
thirty, and tum the power back on. Now try
your printer.
If this did not solve your problem(s),
grab your printer manual, flip to the index, ·
and search for the term "dip switches." DIP
stands for di-polar switch, if you were curi-
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··May ir-P1ease··-T 4e Court A.,.lL'sExperience in the Room of Doom ·

.L.oo~

as, "I talk to fast "(who me?), was of no
surprise. Nervousness, on top of trying to
shove all this information you think they
AAHH... the infamous opening that has must know into 12 or so minutes, on top of
been heard throughout Warren Hall these them interrupting you and asking you quespast few _weeks. It was my personal honor tions, definitely paves the way for my quickto be the first IL to actually say that mo- ening pace. I must work on that... Other
mentous phrase this past March 25 at 5:30 substantive criticisms .were very innovapm. O.K., so it wasn't exactly an honor. I tive, and things I plan to remember for.
was a nervous wreck! I had this great fear future moot court opportunities. (Thanks
that my judges would not ask any ques- for the tips!)
One criticism I did receive did surtions; that I would be stuck for 12 minutes
(I reserved rebuttal time) making some sort prise me. Did you know that the judges are
of rambling speech. That did not happen-- judging you while your opponent is speakin fact, I did not even get through my intro- ing? I didn't know that. I was caught
slouching, (another bad habit of mine) and
duction before the interrogation began ...
By the time the first question came almost lost points, but saved myself during
from the first of the three intimidating rebuttal. Although I appeared to be quite
judges before me, I had calmed down and disinterested in my opponent' s interrogawas prepared to answer anything (at least I .tion, I was actually paying close attention.
thought so) they could possibly ask. Al- During rebuttal, I luckily mentioned a case
one of the judges
though I was fortuhad questioned my
nate to go twice in
the practice rounds, I breathed a sigh of relief as my oppone nt about,
all that preparation opponent and I exited. We imme- showing my true inin
the
in anticipating ques- diately began to criticize ourselves teres t
tio n s la n s we r s and only wished we could have evening' s events.
All but approxiseemed to fly out the . said this, or this, or this..
mately forty minwindow. Themajorutes from entering
ity of the questions
spewed out by the judges had not been the "room of doom," as I had previously
asked of me prior to this encounter. I was named it prior to the infamous evening, it
lucky enough to g€U a few questions that was all over. I breathed a sigh of reliefas
were asked of me from practicing with a my opponent and I exited. We immedifellow classmate, but otherwise it was all ately began to criticize ourselves and only
brand new. (Kinda like getting called on in wished we could have said this, or this, or
·
this ..
class very unexpectedly ... )
Now, don't get me wrong, this is a
Most interesting is that these questions reflect what each judge thinks is im- reflective article, and one basically to reportant in d etermining the outcome of the mind you 2L' s and 3L' s what your contemcase, yet the questions vary considerably. poraries have been going through ...and
(I would give you an example, but then I from my perspective, although a time-conwould have to lay out the facts of the case suming, nerve-wracking projec t, definitely
for you, yet I have happily forgotten them, a memorable one!
It really was not that bad, in fact, I·
'1 mean, enough is enough!) The judge's
comments, although pretty consistent with enjoyed myself and after it was finally over,
those of my professor and oral specialist after letting out a cheer of joy that
(who I want to thank for all their help, Lawyering Skills I was finally over with,
thanks), also were original. It is quite a (and not to mention my partner and I were
revelation to hear the expanse of opinions, the first two to be done with the class) I
thought to myself, "hey, I wouldn't mind
the negative & the positive.
Luckily, one criticism I received, such doing that again!" the oral argument that is...

mi:.

BY APRIL SPITZER

1\. Ifay it please the court, my name is
l V.lApril Spitzer, counsel for appellant. ..

Guess Who's Coming ...
(Continued From Page 5)
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do~n on~h

the wrong way, we missed the entrance,
if you don't turn around we'll end up at
the Navy Seals training center."
"Dammit Shasta, need I remind you
of the last beating I gave you? ...Yeah,
well then shut up, 'cuz I know where the
damn Hotel Del is."
Of course he had no idea of where he
was going, but as I told you before, you
never contradict T.J. when he's in a stupor, so I let him keep driving. Maybe we
would be lucky enough and I would be
wrong about the .directions. Maybe by
some stroke of luck we would find our· selves at the Hotel Del, yeah right, and
maybe you woµld all be fortunate enough
for this sordid tale to be finished. Well I
got news for you pal, nobody, and I mean
nobody is that lucky. We never made it
to the Hotel Del, but of course at the
time, with the help of a li'I liquor, we
thought we had.
Now, I probably should have questioned T.J. when he said we needed to
strip naked, rub ourselves down with butter and climb through the air ducts to the
inside, but he had gotten us this far and I
figured I owed it to him to stick with him
"' mto
.
·a little longer. We threw the organ
the air duct and climbed in after it. We
pushed ourselves through the duct,work
for what seemed like a million miles,
until it finally emptied into a dark room.
BothT.J. and I were giddy with the anticipation of seeing the President again
' and in the excitement we forgot to put on

ous. compare
RTFM.. .t,l:i~ chagram
for the-~&~llf
. .fact..o.ry
.•..panel,
·defa.·ul·t. . ning
.ba
. sket
and
back she
of'~t.S head.th.e: .'T
.~.
went hmp a Cl
dip switches. Be sure th~· ~()U h!lve ,tlje:' sprawled out on t~~lfloor. H was at t at
correct orientation of your (jj~~lll;
exac! moment tha~_ta couple of Se et
Tum the power off coµnJ slovvr , Service agents pushed me to the fl or
to thirty, and tum the power~#~~ 6n. l'!t~:w.{ ~and held me there, \Yhile the others ru~ed
:!tf,•. _, l
5 eS 11 ""
.
t .
»II
. .
k
try your printer.
· ·ifi.1~-~~ , . ~ci ~.tJie Presi~en! out ~~tth~ bulldmg. ~ Q .lf_t~is did.not WOf~,3~al!t t~ch0,183 , ~ ·~!lg. bac~ .9 n It now:~·l~t IS pr~babfy h1ghf.y
support 1f 1t 1s available tocliP.~. q~be~ ~f . 11;1.n hkely that, as he ' as teavmg, the Pres1get out your pocket book. ,;.. ·:';: · · · ~- ...~. ; f!ent ever extended .fin invitation to T.J.
- Battery lif~ problems. J{ifiqe_Gadmj~~\r ,!and I. to see him. lalf r. But at the time, I
(NiCad) ba~nes are ch~~ ~;~uncliu\fi_ -fh~ug~t he had ~n\;!,led us. It was under
Theproblem1s.theydonot ~X~aJ.ongchargel~ ,Jhis m1s~ken behefihilt T.J. a~d I formuthey take a while to charge, aQd they devel~p. , Jated our plan to me~t the President later.
a "memory." This memo% comes, from~:.~; · Seems as thon.i h the President was
charging the battery before: it is exhaus~.... :staying out on Cor°'nado and rumor had
As you may imagine, this can incremental~y c. it that there was going toi>e a little shindig
shorten the available life of the battery ~' at the Hotel Del for .. him later in the
zero. If you use NiCads, run them com-· evening. Now, I am.a generous soul and
pletely down each time you use them.
when credit is duel feel obliged to pay it,
Warning, don't try to save if you are therefore I feel obliged to credit T.J. with
closetoexhaustingthebatteries(seeabove). the idea of costumes. T.J. pointed out
Nickle Metal Hydride (NiMH) batter- the rather important fact, that ·when it
ies were developed toaddress the problems came to costume parties, them foreign
experienced. by NiCads. They cost more dignitaries was crazy for the idea. ·He
and take fewer recharges, though they sur- felt that, in order to fit in, it would be
pass NiCads in everything else.
necessary for us to dress in costumes,
Disk fragmentation problems. If your and since the Hotel Del was .a turn-ofsystem crashes, the power goes out while the-century hotel, no Qther costumes than
you are in a program (I said to tape down an organ grinder and a monkey would be
those cables) you have deleted lots ·of files appropriate. We rented .t he costumes and
over the last six months, or you do not exit set out for destiny, with T.J. at the wheel.
As we missed the enti:ance to the
Windows before turning off the power; fragmentation is inexorably consuming your flotel, I felt obliged to say
hard drive. ·T his has two effects: slower s_om~~hing,"Um, listen, T.J., we're goi.n'
" ; d: ·~ r, ~ .: ~ , l ; i; ~ ';1 · I ·r L
:·h,lJ..i ·:1 -: ~( ; rJ J '1•f'2J·1•• .e~ ~ ; ;4,f'
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When Students Ask, Jud-g e;s -Answer: I( You porrtt -···
Know The-Law, Know The Judge - Final Instalment
case
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BY BELINDA ETEZAD RACHMAN
had to bite the bullet and take a
you don't know how to do tha\. but I think there
·This is the third and final part of an knew the guy was guilty and you didn't aremanylawyerswhoareslcilledatthatbut
interview done by six first year-stu- want to have anything to do with it but they have limited the right of voir dire much
d~nts from C section with two judges over
thought the guy deserves a 4efense?
more than I think it should be limited.
'the course of one weekend. Melissa Robbie: Sure, all the time: If you are going Belinda: What do you think of having more
Kirschner, Rob Moore, Sophia Ray, Dave to practice in the area of criminal law you mandatory minimum sentences? , Because
Stern, Randy French, myself with respec- have got to be ready to represent people people are screaming about criminals havlive spouses and boyfriends spent the week- who committed crimes as well as not. If you ing all the rights, getting in _a nd out ofjail so
end outlining, telling funny stories, and quiz- only represented the innocent, a huge per- quickly, not serving all their time.
zing my mom, Judge Barbara Johnson and centage of people would not be represented. Robbie: I don't know anything about fedan old family friend and colleague Judge Belinda: How do you deal with the cogni- era! law, but at the_state court level they
Robert Roberson, both of the Los Angeles tive dissonance of trying to get someone off have sentencing that is a range·of low term,
Superior Appellate Court (some unnamed when you know they probably did it?
mid terni and high term. Judges ean senfemale law !!tudents other than myself even Robbie: When they say that justice was tence you to anyone of those depending on
went skiing).
done, they mean in the legal sense. It might- if they can justify it. Like to give the high
S9phia Ray: I was interested in what you shock some people but it means in the legal term, you would have to give some rea8ons
said about your client who looked like the sense not neces!!arily in the moral sense. for doing it. For the mid term not as much,
"werewolf." Do you think that if a judge But that doesn't mean that you lower your- but for the low term you wo'uld have to give
would have been the trier-of fact as opposed self to do something unethical it simply some reasons why you are giving it. It is not
to a jury in a case with a client who hadn't means you work within the system. That's actually the terms that aren'thigh enough
groomed himself, do you think there would what search and seizure is all about. A per- but people are being released after serving
have been a different verdict? You know a son could be as guilty as sin but if there is a only part of whatever term you give them:
lot ofjudges, do you think they would come
up with the same respomie?
Robbie: I know what you are saying, in
other words would the person's image that
they project to you have any influence on
your decision? Maybe, if the person is portrayed as sleazy, ~nd that's what the evidence establishes, then that t}'pe of dress is
not going ·to be a plus for them. If the
person looks like Joe College and they are
trying to portray him in·a certain way, if he
testifies well and clean 'and so forth, you
might wonder if they are really right about
him.
Mom: Or at time of sentencing you might .
wonder if this person can be rehabilitated.
Robbie: So it could have an impression.
1' ve had people come before me in trials
and if you saw them in the street you would
run just from their appearance, but that's
not what made my decision. If they didn't
prove their case then his looks are not
Mom. Melissa. Belinda. Sophia and Robbie up and around while the bo:JS slept
going to have an influence. But where you violation against self incrimination or un- They don't-serve the full time unless it is
need an edge, let's say there is a fine line reasonable search and seizure you use that . life without the- possibility of parole, or '
there, appearance could have an effect. I'm defense. It is done all the time. Ifyour client something'' of that nature. Now people
not saying that is does, or it should, but it is guilty and doesn't testify you argue to all scream about individuals being let out of
could very well.
of the points that are presented that point to jails too soon, but they don't want prisons ·'
Sophia: If you were a public defender would his innocence. Where they have failed to in their ,communities. A while ago they did ~
you be concerned if the trier of fact was a prove their case, you point out the weak- a survey that if California was a country and '
judge? Would you prep your client to be a nesses. That's the way the system works.
you took Russia, South Africa and Califorcertain way?
Belinda: What area of judicial reform do nia, we would lead with _the number of
Robbie: Like Judge Johnson said what ever you think .lawyers could take on that would people we have in prison. Now that might ·
· your particular life style is, there is a place really make a difference? It seems like there shock a lot of people. A lot of people are
for that, but you are not dealing with the are so many areas that don't work and there sent to prison, but I don't think that means
majority of people on jurys or judges who are some things you can do something about they make them better citizens. They get a
_ lot.of trainin5 that will improve their skills
live a life style that would reflect certain and some you can't. . _
things. They are more, for lack of a better Robbie: Well I've1~'lin·some of'.~reforms · 10f~f what th~lwent to prison and will help
term, the average citizen. The average citi- that I don't agree 1~i~. ',Like· ieersonally them to con~ht~e when they get out.
zen doesn't go for hip hop clothes and things don't like the idea of taking aw voir dire Sophia: Is there anything we can do about
of that nature. lthink you have to give your from lawyers or liJll!tj?_g thedt ~' ;~ _great that?
j
.
client every benefit you can give them. I extent. I don't t~mk ~ll 'judg~ .'fiave the .~:-Robbie: You can push your legislature to
never hesitated in a trial to tell them, "What ~ack~ound that ~lfowiih~m ~; 'i'J~si~ion_ a make the "'.t?rms tx;cause it is not the c~urts.
you look like is what the jury will perceive Juror m such a wa~as,to bnng out Wllp will ·We are bound-by the law that we are given.
you as." And we litigated a lot in my office. be fair ornot. If y~~~~-~e av~taB~~~rson ·-:I remember 1 it: case when I was sitting in
Whether you like it or not don't let them if you think you1:!bin~1*;'fair ,9~·1ilfJ1!irtial, .'criminal where a woman had murdered her
give a negative appearance. That was my what do you thin,!c ..~ef will:~;~}•. ~'No I employer.
prosecution took a plea to
own .personal belief and I was successful, can't?" Most of tne.h'will say: 'li-f'es,'i!,can." . manslaughter. Apparently they dido 't feel
so I think that it probably had some mean- Unless they wane1o•Jbt off the~~Ji. then they could p rove their case so they took
ing.
they will say no,~but you. havg.~o follow manslaught(?r and I sentenced her to ,the
Belinda: Were there times when you just - through with oth~i": qu~~tions. ~W1ijudges maximum ~ntence I could. I frankly thought

··t

':!. :·
The

slipped in here just for you, ttib~ieast you
could do is show yourself!" And with
(Continued From Page 6)
that the lights in the room went on. Good
the rest of our costumes. There we were lord, we were in the Navy Seals barracks
with only a small part of our outfits on: I and what was worse: we were surrounded.
. had on a fake mustachio, a hat, and I was
Now I consider myself a skilled
holding the organ; and T.J., sadly, was fighter and a formidable opponent, but
clad only in a fez and a collar with a I have never won one contest against
leash attached to it. We entered the room the Navy Seals. As events turned out,
an(f began our search for the President. . I found that this time would be no dif"Mr. President? Its those two guys ferent. There attack would be swift
from this afternoon, Mr. President," I and sure, and so the most I could hope
said into the darkness. No response came. for would be to beat my last time by
"Mr. President! C'mon Mr. Presi- staying conscious for more than two sec'dent, where are you?" I asked. No re- onds. Needless to say, I didn't. The last
sponse, but I did hear some commotion thing'I remember before I woke up naked
'in the room. The President was in here, in the back of the police car was T.J.
but fle wasn't responding.
ye!ling,"Alright, you sum~abj~he~, come
"Mr. President, we greased up and 'n. git a piece this...

Guess Who's Coming...

of

True Romance

(Continued From Page 5)
collie. He's watched two fairly sane women
become two-frazzled and nervous wrecks. I
haven't stopped eating since the engagement. I'm rarely without food stuffed in my
mouth. We've all heard the. stories about
-brides losing tons of weight before the wedding. I don't know who they are because at
have to
the rate I'm going, the wedding
be held at my bedside. I'll be ·like the ten
thousand pound man who has his wife bring
him sheet cakes for dessert every night. nm
just waiting for this loss of appetite thing to
happen.
The only thing the groom asks is that we
have his favorite little wrapped kosher hot
dogs. Sure, sure. wecan have those, I humor

will

7

-~ ·

the woman had killed the man without any
manslaughteraspectbutitwasn'tuptome
not to take the plea when they felt they
couldn't prove it. So I sentenc:ed her to the
maximum level and then got letters from ,
people blaming me for not giving her more .
time.. I think that the public needs to be
better educated as to what the law is and ·
how judges are bound by that. We can't go
outside of that. If they want to change it
then they better see their legislators. The
press to a great extent plays up things that
are riot in the real world and ifthe law were
explained to people and they understood
more we wouldn't have so many problems.
Rob: You mean people thinking criminals
are just getting off on technicalities?
Robbie: Yes, that's right. You know· the
irony of that, those same people who complain aoout that, you Jet them or theirs get
caught up in the legal system and see how
fast they scream about their right of not
incriminating themselves or their right
against someone coming into their house to
search. Frankly, I like the jury system and
the system as it exists. It concerns me to a
'g reat e~tent when I see it being eroded,
constantly by people who feel they are doing good, when I think they are really harming things.
Sophia: How does one become a judge?
Mom: In California? They are appointed by
the governor. In our present system, to be a
municipal court judge you must first have
practiced 5 years as an attorney. For Superior Court you must have practiced for 10
years as an attorney. When I say one must
be appointed by the governor, thaf' is the
I'
usual way people are selected. In our systern the governor sends names to the state
bar and they have to find you to be qualified
orthegovernorwon'tappointyou. You can
run at election time against a sitting judge
or if someone has retired and tlie&hs an
open seat. A few people do becom~'jifdges
in that way, but by far most people betome
judges by gubernatorial appointm~Ht as
Robbie and I did. Robbie was Presltlc?nt of
ltJie Langston Law Club and was very active
'in bar association activities and I was'fksi'dent of the Los Angeles Associatl~ of
Woman Lawyers and California W~ntaw
yers. Probably your:bar activities bririg you
to the attention of the governor's office and
naturally the political system is a sourceof
lawyer8, perhaps .important lawyers, or politicians, or supporters of politicians in a community will say, "Joe Blow is a terrific law-:
yer, why don't you consider him." There are
different ways your name can come to the
attention of the governor but .the governor
then refers the names, ifhe could potentially
be interested, and the state bar will do an
eval~tion where ~e person wi.11 either be
qualified, wellqual1fied,orexcept10nally well
qualified.
. .
Sophia: In other states it's varied? p ; ··
Mom: In some places it's by _election <inly.
Belinda: Is that all? Are there any more questions? Seeing none,
would like to thlink
you for giving us this opportunity to
you.
Chorus of thanks fro~ the whole gang:'·.: ~

we

·-'

gnll

him. Last week, however he actually sawthe
menu and the classy hot dogs weren't an
option. "Where are my weenies?" He aSked.
''That's them, there," I pointed to the crudites. 'That's french for tres fancy little
weenies." "It is not," he said. ''Th~' are
vegetables or something." "No, no reall}i;" I
said.trying to convince him. ''Lots of people
make that mistake, Jt's quite common. Yoo're
thinking of tharoither-thing, the what evei:'.its
"." '·
called." I don ~t ttli~be bought it.
this
; ' · But all in>attiI Mve high.Jtopes
shindig to work out. Somehow the whole
thing will come together and I'll forget"all
about the hassle I went through. We"tfl 'l'Ook
through our wedding album and tell Our kids
how beautiful our wedding was ana ::lbw
mommy proposed to daddy after onlflclfowing him four and a half months. But:that's
another story.
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·
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• Los Angeles - March 12/13, 1994 (Live Presentation)
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BY ERIC SIEGLER
to Terry Mulholland ·getting on a trai- ;
ell, the season has started wjth an New York for prospects. Curt Schi(
·~
·
offensive bang. There are· already was brilliant in the end of the season b·u t,;·
235 homeruns. That ·iS 20 more than any not a team player and can't keep hisimou
year since 1953. The Braves have seen shut. Tommy Green looked good:btl.t c . .
their rotatio!l get stronger as Kent Mercker stay healthy. Danny Jackson and B·en'Riv~
pitchedanO::hitterbutbeyond that; thepitch- . are good as--q-_a·nd 4 but they can't.m~ ·~
~. ing haS bCen vety thin. Once again; the Atlanta'.S taierit. The hitters had caree~ ye~1.
{>adr~ l(lok to remain in the cellar. O(fto a as .th~ "un~lmted." Incaviglia, Ei~_enrie
h6tstartareDeion Sanders, AndujatCedeno and bunca~ will slump in 94 as will 'Kev~
and Ellis Burk$ whit~ Phil Plantier and Barry Stocker as he takes over shortstop: DyksfRl".~
Larkinare stone cold. The key to the Na- posts catalyst numbers and in.Philly i~ aw
tfonal League this year will be the excellent from much media pressure. ., He quiitly h
rookie crop. The names to watch are the matured into a great hit,ter, . Wi~-~t
·Astros' Jim Mouton, The Braves' Ryan until June for cancer·
treatment(ouCh
'
• . . ··;:r
Klesko, Javier Lopez, and}fony Tarasco, Rickey Jordan is a less .than a<Jeql;!~te·.r .~
the Marlins' Dave WeatJrers, ~Jld the Cubs' placement. Daulton pur· up m~~t': ?f ~' ,w.;
Steve Traschel.and Karl Rhodes. S_o grab a power before the all-star break l}u~ sttl!-Pu~
hot dog, get you cracker jacks and popcorn up big numbers. Dave Hollins ·n~eft.s .~~
and enjoy america's favorite pastime.
have a big year and Doug Jones .Jt{u~t, r_~ · ·
l
,
cover bis pitches if the Phillies will ch.af:
National.League
. Jenge.
·
...;< · ~
Eastern Division
Florida
had.
the
worst
offense
bas~.:~
'<
•.
.
~ . ..fr.~
The National League saw the Phillies ball and the other expansion team the worst=
battle the Braves last season in the playoffs. pitching. T~o ba~ we can' t combin~ them ~;
That won't happen this year because base- but the Marhns will not have a much better ·.Ill:·~
ball owners finally realized that Atlanta offense this year. Santiago still deteriorates :.,~.
belongs in the East. With the best pitching each year and there is no one to replace .c
staff in baseball, the Braves front four start-· him. Sheffield moves to the outfield and
ers won 75 games and posted a 3.14 ERA. sbould be big out there but'Magadan, Kurt
·Madclu~ is a true Cy Young pitcher and Abbott, and Brett Barberie combined for
Giavine is unhittable until September. Avery 13 homers last year. Abbott has "lipor
is heir to the Cy Young dynasty and Smoltz _ league power and could help. The. big;.t;eseems to always
i
tor
w~ll
.e
be one pitch
·
Destrade. {;qe
away from chalstruggled at •first
lenging as well. The Braves haVe the best pitching staff
but hit 13 of his
The braves rein the majors·and should run away with
20 HRs in the last
Vantaggio! It's a breakthrougb in student housing.
placed catcher the division
halfof theseason.
Greg Olson with
The outfield get.cl
unique, modern, self-contained community- desi
- -doser · Gregg
stellar perio:r! ! ·.
' students, like you. We've included everything .
Olson.(no refa~
ma nce out rb,f.~
on school. Vantaggio amenities include:
lion) lf he can't
Conine and t · •:
do the job, Greg McMichael wilL He but never found a third outfielder. Th~y~ar ~
stepped up when Stanton faltered last year waiting patiently for Nigel Wilson to '(te~
~ Fully furnished studio, 1-bedroom,
saving his first 15 opportunities. Once Fred yelop and Sheffield will fill the gap. Pit~ii~ ,
with kitchenettes
McGriff was aqcuired, the team went 51-17 ing is. bad when a 46 year old is your bC.
to overtake the Giants. McGriff hit .31.0 pitcher but Hammond, Bowen and R~PM ·
with 19 HRsfor the Braves as for the sixth showed promise. Bryan Harvey proved~tf::' ;.
straight year he hit more than 30 HRs.(.291, -Angels wrong by posting such strong num- - ,
37) Deion Sanders has Centerfield all to tiers that prospect Trevor Hoffman was
himself and should shine. .·Justice owns traded.
~ Espresso Bar with
Right Field with 40 HRs·
120 RBI. If
. Mets . Last place baby, I Jove this job.
oatdoor seating
any other team released a 30 HR 30 SB · The Mets put together probably the worst
player like Ron Gant, they would drop in all around season in baseball. Intermixed
t ctP~~mpetitiv~Ol:ss. Not the Braves who in controversy was the 27 consecutive losses
have Ryan Klesko and Tony Tarasco bat- by Anthony Young. Bobby Bonilla hit m~t
tling for Left. Pendleton is declining but is of his 34 Home Runs after they were out ~f
care items
still solid and Blauser and Lemke.round out the race but don't blame him. The team tiit
a solid lineup. Javier Lopez could do this , .248 with a league worst on base percen~
~ Fully-equipped shared kitchens andg
year what Mike Piazza did last year.
age of .305. Only Jeff Kent looked good ~n
Montreal showed it is committed to the infield and the Mets will enter 94 with
winning by resigning the best outfield in rookies' at SS, CF, RF and first base unle~~
baseball: Marquis Grissom is the best CF Glenn Davis returns to form. Jeremy Burni~
~ Optional maid and Ii
in the game hitting 19 HR and stealing 53 - looks good in the outfield but the Mets sttJl
bases. Larry Walker "struggled" to 22 HRs don't know who will play 3B. Pitching ~s
~ Monitored building et C'\ti;i~,,~#rn•rnwt,..
and 29 steals. Alou in left added 18 HRs of Gooden and Saberhagen.'· The Me.ts hope ···
· his own but will 00, challenged by ·Rookie Pete Smith is ip 92 form instead of93 fo~ .·
~ Reserved underground parking
Rondell White.. The infield is young with and will Jet him battle with Pete Schourek; ,,; ,,
22 year old shortstop Wil Cordero looking Erik. Hillman and Frank Seminera for the ~.:;;;~
•.
to shine along with 21' year old rookie Cliff rest of the spots. Franco is near the end of':'.~
Floyd at first. Mike Lansing will be·solid his career saving only. 51 % and ·may be:.,"~
Model S~ites Op_
en for viewing, March 15, 1994
.
•'
~
replacing Deshields and at 28, Sean Berry replaced by Young,Maddux or anyon.e wh~
Call 1-800-635-3939 for more information
has the every day job. The Expos led the steps up.
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league
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Martinez gone, J~ff Passero' and Keri Hill look to win a division for the first time sine~
District:f'And · • ry)i:lffordabie. Choose a
will be the aces. Kirk Reuter was the sur- 1986. Ken Caminiti(31) is the old man -~~"
1 St~-.~.iR, .one4 edroom,~;~ r t.v\l~-bedroom suite. ·
prise last year going 8-0 with a 2.73 ERA. an infield that has Bag\}\¢ll, Blgg~o,)irf · · ~
Pedro Martinez will get the opportunity the · Cedeno under 28. Th~ four ~ombined f~.....~·~:
' iVl()d~I ~uites open for , iewing on March 15th.
Dodgers couldn't give him: With Wetteland 65 HRs, 283 RBI an~Jif5 steals. On!¥~!';;;
>There's no question;'.,· . Vantaggio is, ~.n
.
and Rojas, no team had more saves. Un for- Caminiti hit Jess that .280. With Gonza}~t-.'.:=
ing~nipus, student liviri'9 ~hViFonment. For
· tl,mately, the settup men are weak.
earning his left fie!~ spot(.300, 15 HRs, l~~,;:;;
Philadelphia made it to the last inning' SB) look for him to be a 20 20 man at ~~¥,..
;tmoreinfor:mation.
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::!:·.
of the world series before the fateful home magic age of 26. Finley and Bl:}ss wi ..._,~
call 1~00-635-3939, today.
run pitch. You'd think theyd be favorites to battle 25 year old Jim Mouten and swingmi.!t.:;;~
win again but not so. That pitch led tq. the
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I Think, Therefore I Drink: An Essay in
~efense_ of Getting Trashed

BY KEVIN KEMPER
on cruise control - with pleasur- cohol is increasingly unacceptable anywhere, anytime, under
ext month an event will ·oc able effect.
cur which is of particular inDrinking is not an obsession any circumstances. Drinking is
- terest to many of us, like myself, with me. It is far from the defin- bad, period. Erid of story.
Anti-alcohol activists will
who are finishing out our studies ing activity of my life. I dori't
at this fine institutiqn. I speak of wake up in the morning contem- tell you that it's about time that
cours~ about graduation, and plating the alcoholic beverages alcohol fell into disrepute. By
r"f'tis is the final issue of Mo
The only way to keep this because graduation is a festive I will consume that day. Drink- some estimates, alcohol is in"" .. :. 1. tiorls to be produced under paper viable is for people to get occasion, many of us, like my- ing is just something I do, one volved in at least half of allfatal
the supervision of the 1993-1994 involved with it. If you feel com- self, can expect to be in a persis- activity out of the many. Some- traffic accidents, homicides, and
' ""_ Motions eqitorial team, a cause, pelled to write, just do it. If you tent sta.te of insobriety from the · times when I come home after a arrests of any kind. They will
:,:· : no doubt,.for much delight in cer- just feel 1-ike imposing your opin- time our last final 'is done to the · long day I' II have a beer, and also tell you that alcohol leads
sometimes I'll have nothing at to suicide, broken homes, addic"''"' ~ain quarters . Although last year ions on others, go ahead. we first morning of Bar Review.
,. _saw the paper go through many welcome it. A student newspaper I've been above the legal drink- all. I di:ink less than I did when l tion to drugs, and many other
- 'changes, including an abortive is supposed to serve as a forum ing age for a number of years was in college, but only out of incalculable and indescribable
change of name, for the most part for the exchange of information, now (I'm 27), and as graduation common sense. My body is less woes of every •sort. • 'I ~ is posthough\ those changes were for entertainment and insight for the looms ever closer ·on the hori- - resilient than it used to be, and sible, to some extent, to defend
, ", .- the helter. For two years, the qual- school community, but only you zon, I thought it time to give a since I drink for pleasure, I try alcohol from these charges. For
little more consideration to al- to avoid drinking to·the point of instance, where it shown that the
ity of the paper has consistently can make it so.
tragic character flaws blamed on
increased from issue to issue, a
This issue of the paper was coho! and (for a start) my own displeasure.
·Why then, -do I drink? I drinking are always caused by
_. trend that we are sure will con- edited by the fncoming staff with relation to it. I've thought not ·
._.," tinue in the future. The_editorial .9,!11Y supervisory guidance by the only about why I drink, but about , drink because' I like the taste of drinking, rather than vice-versa .
board of the paper Wishes to give ··outgoing
board. For a complete, . why others do or don't, and alcohol, especially ih the forms - And why; for that matter, do we
l
,, , their sincerest thanks to all of those -i( tentative, listing of next years about why alcohol is increasingly I choose to encounter it, which lavish opprobrium on those
are imported beer, wine, and the . people irresponsible enough to
who made the continuing publica- iditorial staff and editorial board, reviled these days.
x::..
I've come ·to several con··
the paper possible: the please see the box below. If you
tion
editors & directors, staff editors recognize anybody you know clusions: I think, first of all, that
and most impdrtantly the writers, . there, don't be shy, offer them your a lot of people that drink, and
without whom the whole paper assistance. We leave knowing that genuinely enjoy drinking, somewould have been a pointless exer- we have, at the very least; cata- times drink too much (because
cise. We would ~~pecially like to 'pulted Motions into the forefront - they genuinely enjoy drinking),
th11nlc Robert Sweeney, Belinda of the consciousness of the stu- but when they do, it's usually
R~2hman, Liz Friedland, Ernest "dents faculty and staff of the Law not that big of a deal. They usuie~J?· Kevin .Kemper and Laleque School. And that, after all, ·is ally don't cause anybody any
. ~r~d who win our coveted "I put what a student newspaper is all problems, and they probably do
no more than minor damage to
ad article in every issue award."
about.
themselves (a hangover is an
ugly beast, but it is temporary;
and, up to a point, the liver has a
remarkable capacity for self-re- .
Editorial Staff
., '_}\'t
generation) .. In fact, I remember
' f§ini Kuperstein
_
Eric Siegler· ·reading, a ·few years ago, that
·'Editor
Publications Director; ;, 5the Japanese have now marketed
- I '
J
::' :ca curative potion for hangovers
i 'Belinda_
Rachman
Laleque Grad t - which they've named, in their
•'Features Editor o::.
Executive Editor
own inimitable way, "Go For It,
~ ' Jt
·
Mr. Liver!" Possibly the best
Ernest Bell
.
p
''thing
to come around since the
Buisness Director
Shotg;un!
,.- '!l
twist-off cap!
Those who claim that alco- occasional margarita or martini. drive drunk and not on those who
Editorial Board
hol is the most popular drug are I drink because I ,like the social drive under the influence of pre_ Jim Kuperstein
undoubtedly correct, but -it is environment in which alcohol is scription drugs; or the ones who
Belinda Rachman, Chairman
Ernes(f!~ll
equally correct that it is the most served - the restaurants, bars, and fall asleep behind the wheel from
Larissa Kehoe, Vice Chairman
Charles Bouldin ''popular scapegoat for society's parties with good friends. And, fatigue, or the ones temporarily
problems. To the extentthat'it is frankly, I drink because I like riven by deep sorrow or rage?
All Postitions Tentative
There ,is, -o f course, a more
'\)ossible1~ diea'Suf'e- suchithings;' <ll tltGJWayatc:mhbltmakes ·me feel---------------'------~-- ' 1 a1cohol probably bring~ti~'imicJl;0'.:1~"1feeling
being almost, but _basic response. Alcohol is inno·pleasure ·to people as itl'Causesc 1 Mt quite, in control.
A le o- cent. It has no soul. It is a morpain. There is no -shOWage ofl ' hot has been around a long time. ally neutral substance, a mere
~,people willing toll -speak out .: ·1l'his is obvious just from the num- a·rrangement of molecules
against the ,pain ·- I think it's -'~btfbf words in the dictionary syn- (CH3CH2, for those of you to
about time someot'l~ 1sp&lks up '''dhymous with "drunk." You know whom such things matter). It is
no more inherently good or evil
for the pleasure. or, 101 ;.
' :>ilriost of them. Indeed, the term
Dear Ms. Motions,
l}~r Ms. Motions,
I like to drink,iwhietHs no r • 1~'thyl" alcohol, which is the sort than. water (which both hydrates
, ~j I am a second-year woman Hi, I am a .second year law ~ecret to anyone wh'Oic'Mws me.1 ' Y"<JU rdrink, comes from the Greek and drowns) oi,:, sunlight (prowho has just met a gorgeous at- student with a summer clerk- However, le_t's be clear
genitor 'Of photosynthesis
; ,_tomey who graduated from USD ship at a New York City law about a few things: I don't
and melanoma). Alcohol
a few years ago. Coincidentally, firm. Being born and raised in live in a constant state of
To the extent that it is possible to does not "cause" automohe had many or my professors. Southern Califonua, Im afraid intoxication. I don't .get
"'easure such ·things, -alcohol bile accidents or child neHe's offered to give me some , I may be a fish out of water. drunk every night. I don't
probably brings as much pleasure _glect or rape or murder. We
outlines, tapes, a_n d even some What do'you suggest?
get _drunk on purpose. I' _to people as it causes pain. There · do, by mis~sing it.
·
personal tutoring at his -house.
Fishing for a Clue
mean, I know that alcohol is no shortage of_people willing toMuch of. the problems
Should I be skeptical or am I Dear Fishing,
will inebriate me ifl drink a speak out ·against the pain - I think associated with alcohol stem
being overly paranoid.
Contrary to popular belief, certain amount of it and, in it's about time someone ·speaks from drinking out of conbitchiness is an acquired skill. For fact I appreciate that quality up for the pleasure.
Conf~ _... Con L!lw
text. You know all about
your assistance, I've listed some in it - - but I don't sit down
context if you've ever.gone
Dear Confused,
typical New York encounters and with a bottle of Sauza
sober to a party where evWhile I of all people am never model responses. _
Commemorativo-and say "Boy, · "aitherios" meaning "high in the . eryone else is trashed. It is not a
one to question the usefulness of Situation: Someone says "Hello"
am I gonna get shitfaced -to- air." And if alcohol is ancient, it beautiful thing. But that's just
someone else's outline, I would Response: "Where's my Wallet''
night!"
· is also ubiquitous. Institutional- you. You're out ofplace,--just as
be wary. Meet him in a public S: ''Where is Central Park?"
ized partying is a tradition com- you w·ould be if you staggered
And
when
I
talk
about
getplace for lunch_to insure he is all R: "What do I look like? a $#@$% ting drunk, I don't mean falling mon to many cultures, and just as red-faced and glassy-eyed into
tour guide?"
right. Then, mi.lk him for all he is
down/throwing up/screaming- day~- are set aside for abstinence, your Tax class. Some times and
S: "Do you have the time?"
worth: outlines, tutoring, tapes and R: "Yeah, up yours buddy"
and flailing-or-sniffing-and-sob- _so other days are set aside for places are appropriate for drinkall. Be aware, however that his S: A blond woman bumps into you.
But the notion ing, if you want them to be, and
birig/ou t-of-control drunk. I consumption.
' explanation. of 4th Amendment R: "Is that Clairol # 33 or Crayola mean drinking to the point where that there is a proper context fo,!: others are not, not even if you
principals should.not include per- Amarillo?"
alcohol begins to manifest itself drinking, and for getting drunk, want them to be.
sonal demonstrations of his inter- S: Fellow employee doesn't get your noticeably - my muscles relaxed~ is r,apidly disappearing in this
.
pretation of search and'seizure law. point
my c~pillaries dilated, my brain country. The consumption of alR: "Hello McFly"
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Letters To The Editor
An Open

~etter

to President Clinton:

Historical Facts
•
panies could drill for oil, provide jobs
In 1803, the United States purchased for the depressed oil industry, and help
a huge tract of land from France com- pay for the infrastructure of developing
monly known as the Louisiana Purchase. the Subject Property. In case you don't
For $15 million, the U.S. doubled in size remember your American history, Mexico
increasing its boundaries from the Mis- nationalized all of the American-owned
sissippi River west to the Rockies and oil wells._Any oil executive would admit
from the Gulf of Mexico north to British there is plenty of oil in Mexico - maybe
North America (831,321 square miles). even more oil than in the Alaskan oil
In 1803, the President of the United States . fields. Unlike the Alaskan oil that must
was Thomas Jefferson, a Democrat.
be tankered long distances to market, the
In 1848-49, the U.S.-Mexico war · oil could be brought to market much more
ing my column because I just wrote about
BY BELINDA ETEZAD RACHMAN
ended and Mexico ceded to the United efficiently. Wouldn't it be nice to pay
ince this is my last co!umn until next it." Or, "Someone just wrote about it and
States land consisting of California, Ari- $.75 for a gallon of gas like in the late
fall I want to get in everything on my it was in the last issue of Motions." Part
zona, New Mexico, Utah, Nevada~ and 1970' s?
mind that can't wait. The first thing I of being a successful person is .taking
parts of Texas (530,706 square miles).
From an international perspective, wanted to say was how surprised I was advantage of the opportunities around
Mexico's citizens would also gain be- by the lack of participation in the recent you, and you witl not know what is around
~n 1848-49, the President of the United
States was James Polk, a Democrat.
cause the investmenr in this area would tee shirt design contest that Phi Delta Phi you unless you look.
In 1867, the United States purchased be immediate rather than the projected 5- ·held, especially considering the 1st P.lace
More opportunities for involvement
the Alaskan territory from Russia for 10 years time frame under NAFTA. Pen- prize was a multi state bar review course. came my way. There were three empty
$7,200,000 (591,004 square miles). In sion funds, in-surance companies, foreign on computer disk. Only two entrants had seats for 2nd year day rep to the SBA and
1867, the President of the United States and domestic corporations, and banks been submitted when I heard about it. only one person running. I was asked to
was Andrew Johnson, a Democrat.
would be more willing to invest in Mexico One of which was the brilliant brain child run since I am the GALLSA rep and go
History has proven that each of these if they knew that the infrastructure would of Judy Carbone, "Hire Me Now Or Face to all the meetings anyway, For some
land acquisitions brought unparrelled op- be built to U.S. standards. Why shouldn't Me Later." There is nothing as satisfying reason only elected reps' presence counts
portunity to workers in the United State_s. American citizens be able to follow the as a veiled threat (Judy wound up getting towards making the quorum and since I
History has a way of repeating itself.
Fortune 500 companies down into Mexico 2nd place and it was so good they made regularly attend, it serves the interest of
Issue Proposition
and be the beneficiaries of their multi- shirts of that one too, $10, get them while the SBA to kriow enough elected reps
I propose that the United States once billion dollar investments?
will come each week. When I looked into
they are still around).
again make a land acquisition by purFrom a legal perspective, law school
Ever the USO Law School booster I it, I saw there were many uncontested
chasing property from the Mexican gov- graduates would have a place to start went.home and whipped up five entrants. seats. What kind of place is this where an
ernment.
their careers. Presently, the San Diego I knew that one of the naked woman sit- opportunity to be involved in student gov- .
If agreeable to Mexico, · the U.S. job market is an example of what hap- ting on the satyre's face which read Un.i- ernment goes begging for participants. I
government should purchase from the pens when new development leaves town. versity of San Diego School of Law Le- have met so many fun people this year,
Mexican government all the vacant land To find examples in this country of how gal Dominants (as opposed to because of my involvement with the SBA,
stretching from the U.S.-Mexico border investments create a booming economy subserviants), with a banner blocking out Motions, GALLSA, the Women's,Law
on the north to the Tropic of Cancer take a look at Las Vegas, Nevada or Phoe- most of the chest area that read "We Al- Caucus, the law school talent show, and
boundary line on the south including the nix, Arizona. If the Subject Property ways Beat The Opposition" would prob- being a time keeper and witness for Moot
Baja Peninsula (hereafter "Subject · were purchased, San Diego would be ably be too much for any club to stand Court. The more involved you get in exProperty")(approximately 275,000 square poised to benefit from all the new and behind (but I wish fellow members of tracurricular activities the more interestmiles or 176,000,000 acres). The prop- diverse legal transactions which accom- GALLSA or the Women's Law Caucus ing law school becomes.
erty purchased would only be vacant, un- pany a gigantic land boom.
It is important to support the things
had the nerve to make these up because I
developed ·property presently owned by _
From a retirement perspecti.ve, retir- think we could sell a lot). But three of the that support you. By.becoming involved
the Mexican government. Property lo- ees would have a cheap place to retire in five were accepted and my three plus the ' in activities that promote the school, we
cated in population centers like Tijuana, the sun. Mexico has the largest coastline other two entrants were displayed and enrich ourselves and raise the esteem of
Monterey, etc. would not be included in of any country in the world and would be voted on by the ··general public a few the school to the community, which ultithe land purchase.
perfect for huge retirement communities. weeks ago. One of mine won first place. mately benefits us. The SBA members
The Subject Property would remain _
From the youth of tomorrow's per- It says, "If you study, it will come." with were asked to attend a series of lunches
under Mexican jurisdiction and domin- spective, young adults would have hope '50s style pictures of a nice house, big that are given to potential students whom
ion. The property would not be annexed for a new future. They could achieve car, guy getting paid, etc. For a few min- the school is trying to convince to attend
to the United States as a territory nor as a their dreams. Imagine being a young utes work I won a valuable prize.
USO. Every few weeks in the spring I get
colony: However, the U.S. government person when the Oklahoma land rush took
With so few people entering the con- a free lunch and me~t interesting people
would holdfee simple title on the Subject place i!l 1889. Imagine buying a piece of test the three·of us all had a good chance from around the·country and there is alProperty, would b~ able to extract miner- property i"n Los Angeles in the early 1970s. of winning. We saw the opportunity ·and ways a professor or staff member at each
als from t he property, and would be able and watching your property appreciate went for it. So you are saying, "I didn't table. I give my unique insight into what
over 1000% in 20 years. Today these • know anything about it." Well they had is good here and they feed me. There are
to develop the property.
dreams are not possible. The land in signs on the wall by our file folders and I always lots of empty seats with plates of.
Proposed Benefits
From a real estate perspective, this Soutbern.Califoroift is overpri«i;F.,d an<I out,, saw it. You' \legot to look around and see delicious salads waiting to be eaten by
purchase would provide the greatest land of reach for young ,t>eople. Wtt~ no place what's up. Read Motions to see what is USO law students, but you aren't there. ·
development boom of the 20th century. to grow and set ~P roots, yoqng people happening at school. There ~re so many There will be more lunches, contests, SBA
Run the numbers.
have to leave theiJ ·families afi1RJravel to people that tell me things like, "I didn't seats, opportunities to get involved. So
, Developers and construction work- far-away cities wllere land is :~heap and hear about the law school talent show." I what are you waiting for? An engraved
ers from all over the country would be opportunity is plenty.
,•·
always respond, "You must not be read~ invitation?
In real estate developmeQt timing is
able to find employment erecting industrial buildings, office buildings, hotels, everything. The ~ime is right for another
gone. One of the drinker's most imporDrink
condominiums, and houses as the billions U.S. land acquisitjon - one thl).t will cretant responsibilities is to keep an eye on
(Continued From Page JO)
upon billions of dollars flow into this ate jobs and opportunities now .when i.t is
them, and to shut things down and fork over
area of Mexico. If the President's team needed the most.
And if drinking, 'and getting drunk, the car keys if they disappear.
In 1994, assuming the government should be done in context, they should
of . economic advisors were to run the
Please don' t misunderstand. My purnumbers on this proposition, I' ll bet the of Mexico agrees, the United S~te~ could. also be done with a sense of (and I hope pose here is neither to preach (as I certainly
land boom would. push the nationwide purchase another big piece Qf property. this doesn't seem too weak a word) man- have no particular moral authority in that
unemployment figures downward to un- In 1994, the President of the United States ners. It is the .responsibility of the drinker regard); nor to burden you with inane and
der 5%. In other words, the economy is Bill Clinton, a Democrat.
to know how, as well as when, to drink. insipid brewery-begotten babble like 'Think
would be in full employment.
S IGNED,
There are people who can't drink. Some- Before You Drink" Or "Know When To
From an energy perspective, oil comB ABY B ooMERS OF '95
thing - personality, heredity, whatever Say When." Rather it is my sincere hope
- robs them of control and of good sense that you will celebrate what you have acwhen they ingest alcohol. Their etiq~ette complished by whatever means you find
We thought that the current students of the
I went to see the Dean because the rest is simply: Don't Drink. There are others appropriate, including but not limited to
University of San Diego School of Law of the administration was giving me the of us who can drink and choose to do so. ·consumption of alcohol.
might find the following poem to be both runaround, her 5ecretary ~aid she wasn't Our etiquette is, or ought to ·be: Know
yourself, and know alcohol in yourself.
amusing and informative:
in.
Cheers! * * *·* The author wishes to
I went to see the Dean because I Of course, this is obviously easier said
I went to see the Dean because the
classes I wanted· were not offered, her wanted answers --about everything, her than done. Sometimes when we've had acknowledge the assistance, influence, and
_more than we've intended to,-judgment inspiration provided by at least six twelvesecretary said she wasn't in.
secretary said she wa§n't in.
I went to see the Dean because I had a
I went to see the Dean just to see if she and coordination take advantage of the ounce bottles of Sierra Nevada Pale Ale,
conflict with a professor, her secretary existed, her secretary said she wasn't in. · situation and sneak off hand-in-hand in brewed and bottled by the Sierra Nevada
said she wasn't in.
The Dean just called my office to ask the middle of the party, often so dis- Brewing Co:, Chico, California., and·conI went to see the Dean because I had f or a donation, my secretary said I was cree!ly we don' t even notice that they ' re sumed during the composition of the above.
some ideas about improving our school's not in.
·N.O.P.E.
ranking in the polls, her secretary said she
Give Us Your 1.0 cents worth! Write For Motions.
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wasn't in.
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Computer Savvy

' ""···• (Continued From Page 6)

JJi;,k, ~ata retrieval (slows down your pro-

1gra111s) and reduces available disk space.
· DOS/Windows Users: you should run
chk4sk ~n a weekly basis. to do this, exit
.Winpows (if.applicable) and at the prompt
.type "chkdsk /f." If it asks you if you want
'.to convert lost chains to files and you have
lo&t.&ome data from your hard drive, press
y[es]. This will create files at the root
.directory named in the following fashion:
fileOOOO.chk, fileOOO l .chk, file0002.chk,
file0003.chk, etc .. Otherwise, press n[o].
Next, run Norton Utilities. Choose
speed disk (SD). This will take at least an
hour if you have the hard drive fairly full.
For Macintosh users, run the Norton
Utilities that has "fragmentation" in the
name. This will take at least an hour if you
have the hard drive fairly full.
Modem problems. Is it plugged in? Is
the power switch on? Is one end of the
telephone cable plugged into the "line"
socket and the other into the wall? Have
you paid your phone bill?
DOS/Windows users: make·sure that
if you have an external modem the cable
connecting the modem to the PC is plugged
into the COM2: port. This presumes tliat
you have a mouse. If you do not have a
mouse, the cable should be plugged into
COMI:.
Mac users: make sure that the modem
(if external) is plugged into the socket with
the picture of the phone above it.
Go to the software section on modems
below. If that does not help, check your dip
switches and your port and interupt jump~
ers. Wttat is a jumper, you ask? It is a small
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moveable bridge that connects two wire
posts together. What it does is tell the
modem where the computer is sending messages for the modem. This is a gross simplification, but you get the picture (I hope).
RTFM on jumpers and interrupts. Or pay
someone to do the same.
Mice problems. You are beginning to
hate meeses to pieces because your mouse
is not responding the way it used to? Have
· you groomed you mouse in the last six
months? They like to be cleaned every so
often. Before you give you mouse to Jerry
the Cat, stop by Egghead or some other
computer store and buy a mouse cleaning
kit and follow the directions. This is much
cheaper than buying a new mouse and paying the vet to pump the stomach of your cat.
Wierd stuff. So, you are way cool and
are using Microsoft's voice recognition software with the mike plugged into you computer to enter you class notes but nothing is
showing up on the screen? Call technical
support with your credit card and your serial number. Make sure that you phone has
enough cord to allow you to look at the
back of your computer while talking on the
phone. Oh, and disable call waiting.
Fixing Software bugs
Printer problems. Your printer prints,
. but only garbage?J>aperselection problems.
Is the orientation correct? Portrait is taller,
landscape is wider.
Drivers. This tells you computer the
language of your printer. If your printer
works for most functions but pukes if you
want it to print in Arial bold italic small
caps in 14 point height, check to see if
WordPerfect or Microsoft has an updated
driver available; Both have BBSs and ftp
sites on the Internet. You can call them
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Dr George Georgaklis practices in General Dentistry, and specializes in Orthodontics, TMJ Dysfunction and Oral Swgecy.
Dr. Georgaldis has treated USD students and alumni for over 12 years.

FREE initial consultation

and a 10% discount to
current USO students.

552-1223

9339 Genessee Ave.
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San Diego, CA 92121

and order a floppy, too.
computer v~s problems. Have a great sumFonts. Did your system work before mer.
Ifyou have questions, please submit them
you foaded in additional fonts? Try removing a newly added font one at a time, to the Corner of Computer Savvy. Otherchecking to see if this has solved the prob- wise, choose your computer consultant
lems. Alternatively, remove all the new carefully. You get what you pay for.
fonts, check to see if the system works Address your correspondence to:
now. If so, slowly add a new font, check- The Corner of Computer Savvy
ing to see which one causes the problem.
Mo~s
Modem problems. Run the software University of San Diego School of Law
· setup and be s.ure that the COMx: (I or 2) 5998 AlcahiPark
port matches what is plugged in the back. San Diego, CA 92110
Follow ·the instructions and try the loop back OR
test (if available).
via the Internet, e-mail me at:
The next issue will take up the software · cbouldin@postmaster.oxford.edu.uk
bugs in the operatirig system and address (this is not confirmed)

field. Sammy Sosa joined the 30 HR 30 the field. Pitching is weak with Zane Smith,
SB club but the rest of the outfield Steve Cooke, Tim Wakefield, and Randy
(Continued from page 9)
struggled with May unable to play daily. Tomlin having bad years. Alejandro Pena
MikeFelderforoutfieldspots. Awildcard Willie Wilson, Karl Rhodes and will try to regain closer fonn but don't count
could be Jessie Barfield who dido 't impress Glenallen Hill will fight May for the re- on a lot of saves because the Pirates inin Jap~n but does have power. The pitching mairiing two spots.
vented the bullpen by committee approach.
sh&'tfia be strong if Drabek and Swindell ·
St. Louis had Gilkey sfep·up with a
return' to form. Swindell is only 29 and career year but they nee'ifed It because National League West
isn'NtJ ne yet. Pete Harnisch will be the Lankford struggled. Brian Jordan and
TheDodgers welcome you to the weakthircfsbirter ifhe is stili a.n Astro and Darr)rl Mark Whitten put up big riumbers in a est division in baseball and boy are they
Kile' fia:d a great start surprising all before Right Field platoon and Jefferies was a happy. They obtained the best second
pli?n\ih'et'ing to earth. "Wild Thing" Will- .342 hitter at first base. Ozzie Smith was baseman in the NL to bat leadoff creating a
iahls ~Muld love the deep Astrodome A'lid solid again but his numbers were down to lineup of Deshields, Butler, Strawberry, Piwj\t1P..u t up big numbers. ·
'
.280, 21 SB. Todd Zeile and tile second azza, Karros, Mondesi, Wallach and
The
Reds won ttie division on paper in . base platoon of Pena. and Alicia were Offerman.· Wallach has looked good ·this
'l'
each ofthe
last4 years. Unfortuqately, they solid as was Pagnozzi and Pappas behind spring and can still field slickly. Mpndesi
have yet to.win it for real. Once again, they the plate. Pappas plays all positions as a is a power hitter who could be a 30, 30 club
can put a one time all star at almost every good hitting backu'p. The problem is the member. Piazza should put up slightly
position. Roberto Kelly, Reggie Sanders pitching. Tewksbury lost everything but • lower numbers than his amazing rookie of
:ind the 40 lb lighter Kevin Mitchell could his control and the rest of the staff was the year season but he will still be strong. If
be the second best outfield in baseball. Barry less than brilliant. Osborne .will miss thi~ 1:1 Strawberry._ba8 a half~y_decent year, ihe
Larkin is the best shortstop but is always season and Cormier, Watson, Arocha and Dodgers will be a potent team. With Chan
overshadowed by Ozzie Smith because of 9liveras will get the chance to start. Young· Ho Park making the .roster, the Dodgers
Larkin's injuries. Hal Mofris can really hit Brian Barber will start the season in the mi- have a very solid staff protected by a top
but like the rest of this team isiinjury plagued. nors but he will be a star soon. Mike Perez notch bullpen. Closers Todd Worrell and
At third, Willie Greene, Tony Fernandez, takes over the closer spot after another strong . Jim Gott will save game's·with Candiotti,
Lenny Harris and Jeff
As tac i o ,
Branson will fight until one :~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:'I Hersbiser and
steps'~p to replace the bullCrystal Ball for 1994
Gross providing
consistent pitchdog Chris Sabo. Young
Bret Boone is a slick fielder
American League
National League
ing. Watch for
who should hit at second
East
Central
West
East
.Central .
West
Darren Dreifort
Yankees Cleveland Texas
Braves
Astros . . Dodgers
to be a rookie
base ~nd Joe Oliver has
somef?Oweratcatcher._Rijo
Orioles
Chicago
Seattle
Expos
Reds
Giants
sensation in the
Blue Jays Kansas Ci1y California
Phillies
Cubs
Rockies
pen.
would be a Cy young winner if the Reds could win
Redsox
Minnesota Oakland
Marlins Cardinals Padres
The
games for him but he had
Tigers
Milwaukee
Mets
Pirates
Giants had ev13 no decisions and lost 9
ery player put
games mainly because of
up career years
the bullpen. Believe it or not, after 10 season ·l!s Lee Smith's set up man but his in 1993 and finished second to the Braves.
seasons, he is still only 28 years old. composure is questioned as a closer.
Expect a decline from everyone except
Pittsburgh This is the toughest divi- Barry Bonds who proved he is the premier
Erik Hanson and Brian Holman come over .
to Seattle to help the ailing staff. If sion in the NL not because all the teams are · player in baseball and earn_ed every penny
Smiley and Browning are healthy the Reds good but because they are all evenly of his salary. With Will Clark's presence
can win ballgames. Rob·bibbti has lost matched. Except the Cubs, they all utilize gone from the lineup, Matt Williams will
his control and witfilit! l:te·' 'cl~s'er thle. young players to jump start their offense. shoulder the load to repeat his .294, 38 Hr
Someone better tak&~-ifei'~fid fast!
In Pittsburgh~ Al 'Martin hasn't made any- year. robby Thompson earned a place
Cubs fans may ' 1l~ve' l omething to one forget Barry Bonds but will improve on among top hitting second basemen but will
cheer about in 1994. Randy Myers was his solid rookie year(.281,19 HR, 16 SB decline in 94. Clayton was slick at Shortthe top closer with 53 saves and Rick magic 26 years old). With Young at first, stop but first base is wide open and rookie
Wi_lkir,is joined Stanley and Hoiles in the Garcia at second, Bell at short, and King at JR Ph~llips has big shoes to fill. Lewis and
.300 20+ club for catchers. With Shawon third the under 30 infield keeps getting bet- McGee aren't great players but were solid
. Dunston returning to health, Grace ter. Van Slyke and Don Slaught provide last season and Kirt "what is that "
Sandberg and Buechelle form a top In- ~ eapabftHeadership in the clubhouse·and on Manwaring~had a-career-year-at-backstop.

The pitching staff also put up career years
with Swift, Burkett and Swift winning big
while Beck became the games most
dominent closer. Free Agent acquisition
Mike Portugal will be picking up the slack
as Burkett and the rest return to earth.
Power, Power, and more Power, the
Rockies don't expect to shut down the opponents so they try to outslug them. In
1993 they did that only 67 times but that
should improve with the additions of
Howard Johnson and Ellis Burks. They
join .370 hitter Galaragga, Charlie Hayes,
and Dante Bichette as slugger who benefit
from the thin Colorado air. With Mejia
taking over second base1 Eric Young will
be without a position af~~r leading the team
in steals. Walt Weiss jumps from one expansion team to another and will help a ·
team that finished last in fielding. They
·still have no pitching as fly ball pitcher
Greg Harris learned what the Colorado air
does to pitchers. He posted a 6.50 ERA in
Colorado. Dave Nied will be healthy in
1994 and will be' joined by Blair and
Bottenfield as the unlucky folks who have
to stop the opponent~. If the Rockied can
get their team ERA down below 5.00 after
a 5.41 ERA in 93, they should win more
games. Saving them will be Darren Holmes
who had a great second half.
· Two years ago, the Padres posted the
best record in the second half of the season
and looked poised to challenge for the division in 1993. Then management decided
it could save a fqw bucks by sending everyone away including the fans. Gone went
Sheffield, McGriff, Harris, Hurst, Jackson
and more. In their place we have Dave
Staton, Archi Cianfrocco, Phil Clark, Andy
Ashby and Trevor Hoffman. Hoffman can
become the closer but those five have a
total of 4 years professional experience.
Bip Roberts returns healthy after an ·unhappy year in Cincy. Gwynn, Benes,
Plantier and Bell will do their ~st to regain some respect but with Ashby, Sanders, Taylor and Tim Worrell as the_starters,
t~e Padres will wish. they could play in
Mile High. Ricky Guittierez could be a
good ,shortstop but the Padres are a few
years and a few players away from challenging again.
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